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If you have a news tip or have an idea for a
story, call us between noon and 7 p.m.
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Men stay atop MAC East;
rally falls short for women
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"An independent student voice serving Bowling Green since 1920"

Residence hall
thefts under
investigation
□ Several dorm rooms
were broken into while
students were away on
break.
By SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BG News

Squeaky clean

Wj) Public Safety
"Why this happened,
I don't know. I think
it would be good
practice for students
to take anything
personal home over
break."

While students enjoyed their
time away from classes and dorm
rooms, several Kohl and Rodgers
Residence Hall rooms were
broken into.
According to Dick Gullufsen,
University public Information
officer, items taken included
Michael Ginsburg
clothes, stereos, video games,
Rodgers Hall director
books, televisions, compact discs
and cassettes. He said the incidents are under investigation and
Michael Ginsburg, Rodgers
could not comment on the in- Hall director, said this type of Investigation itself.
cident hasn't happened In the
Gullufsen said about IS burg- past.
laries were reported. He said the
"Why this happened, I don't
first complaint was reported know," he said. "I think it would
around Jan. 6 and the others were be good practice for students to
reported as students returned take anything personal home
from winter break.
over break."
While students are on break.
Gullufsen said students tend to
University officers patrol the think that this sort of thing won't
residence halls, Gullufsen said. happen to them so they take a
He said since they have to check chance. He said most of the time
all the halls and houses on cam- they're right but students should
pus there could be about a six be aware that things like this can
hour time lapse between the first happen.
"We just advise students to
time a hall is checked and the
take personal items with them
second time.
Gullufsen said there appeared home over break," Gullufsen
to be no force of entry into any of said. "These things may occur
the rooms. As a result, the offi- while everyone's gone."
Liz Soto, Kohl Hall director,
cers didn't notice anything unusual when they patrolled the was unable to be reached for
comment on the burglaries.
floors, he said.

Alloclatcd Pren phoro

Rachel Libovec, 27, works high atop a building Wednesday in
downtown Cleveland. Libovec cleaned windows despite weather

being partly sunny with temperatures at 23 degrees.

Environmentalist makes presentation at University
□ David Suzuki visits
the University to discuss
environmental issues.

Considered to be a world leading environmentalist, Suzuki is a
member of the Sustainable Development Research Institute at
the University of British Columbia, Canada, and a professor of
By ANA PEREIRA
zoology.
The BG News
He is also a host of a popular
Are you concerned about the science program at the Canadian
environment and the impact it Broadcast Corp., and has written
may have In your future life? If more than 25 books. Suzuki's
the answer is yes, you cannot most recent book is called "The
miss David Suzuki's presen- Sacred Balance - Rediscovering
tation.
our place In nature."

A balance - or homogeneous
balance - between the economical and physical development so
that it will not destroy the environment is one issue that will be
addressed at his presentation.
"This idea is embraced by the
Canadian government, but the
U.S. as a society have some
mixed feelings," said Mark Kasof, University director of the
Canadian Studies Center.
Concerns undea the topic of
environmental issues between

the U.S. and Canada into the 21st
century will also be addresed, including acid rain, forest management, Pacific salmon and
water quality.
According to Kasof, Suzuki's
presentation can be of great value to University students as well
as the city's community.

Speaker

spends his life dedicated to the
environment."
The sponsors include the- University's Canadian Studies
center, the center for environmental programs, the office of
"He is considered to be the the provost, the college of Arts
fourth biggest authority on pub- and Sciences and the Canadian
lic policy and environmental Is- Consulate in Detroit, MI.
The presentation will take
sues," Kasof said. "A man who

"(He) spends his life
dedicated to the
environment."
Mark Kasof
director of Canadian studies
place Friday, from 3 p.m. to 5
p.m., in 101 Olscamp Hall and is
free and open to the public.

University Fitwell Center
offers personal training

Fire?

□ The Fitwell Center
provides fitness programs and suggestions
to students.
By KELLY VON GLAHN
The BG News

BG New. PkMi by Jeremy Mania

Bowling Green Fireman Scott Eschedor helps escort faculty and students out of Hayes Hall, yesterday. Due to an electrical malfunction, occupants were evacuated.

»•

Resolving to trim a couple of
pounds or to get in better shape
this new year? Sound familiar?
With the ringing in of 1998,
students are finding themselves
attracted to the idea of exercising more than ever before.
"I plan on being more consistent with going to the Rec and
working out," said Jill Altenburger, a junior applied sciences
major. "It helps me feel better
about myself."
The American College of
Sports Medicine recommends

that a person do some sort of
physical activity, such as walking, everyday. Cathy Swick, director of the Fitwell Center,
suggests increasing one's daily
activities.
"Instead of watching television, go out for a 10-mlnute
walk," said Swick. "By increasing the level of one's activities,
people are more likely to stick
with it."
For beginners, the Fitwell
Center recommends starting out
with a light program. Walking,
biking, and low-impact and water
aerobics are at the top of the list.
For those just getting back into
a workout program, the center
recommends limiting the workout to IS to 20 minutes, three to
five days a week. For the more
advanced, a workout should last
about 30 to 45 minutes.
Before starting the workout, a

Health
■Students urged to eat healthy.
Story, page 5.
five-minute warm-up is suggested.
"One should start out by walking or riding the bike for about
five minutes, followed by
stretching," said Angle Carlucci,
a recreation administration
graduate student.
Swick said biking or walking
before exercising allows for
blood flow to the muscles. The
risk of Injury Is greater If reversed, she said.
The Fitwell Center offers per• See FITWELL, page five.
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Today's edition was designed and edited by
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to getting paid immensely for the
use of "1999." Don't try to tell me
that he didn't plan that!
It is exciting to be close to the
beginning of another century, a century where I hope we'll become
more like Star Trek in nature. Since
I started writing columns, I have
prayed that we, in the '90s, could
look back at the '60s and say, "look
how far we've come." Sometimes I
feel that life couldn't be better than
it is in the '90s. Then there are the
times when I think we've only
taken one step in a mile-long journey.
This year I hope we have nearly
abolished the resolutions we seldom keep for a piece of reality.
This year I hope we attempt to
boldly go where we've never gone
before in our lives. We have to
evolve. Times change. They must.
On that note, I'll close by
requesting that we challenge ourselves this year. As I have heard in
the past "Make a new friend, read
a new book, think a new thought."
The order is not as important as the
action. I look forward to a new year
of new friends, books, thoughts and
experiences. Thaf s the good stuff
life's made of. Hell, 1998's got to be
better than 1968... or 1997 for that
matter!
Please contact Derrick A. Jones at
dajones9bgnet.bgsu.edu and wish him
a happy new year.

True Collegiates
TbLto's AlMKIS

Copyright © 1998. The BG New*. Bowling Green. Ohio. Reprinting
of any material from this publication without the permission of
The BG News Is strictly prohibited.
The BG News Is an Independent publication founded In 1920 and
Is published dally during the academic year and weekly during the
summer semester.
Opinions expressed In columns and letters to the editor are not
necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University administration or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1998 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages Its readers to notify the paper of any
errors In stories or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the Editor in Chief and the Editorial Board are
final.
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trayed as being housewives satisfied with the limitations they were
given. I generally don't have to
worry about being called a nigger
(to my face, that is). Countries on
the brink of vaporizing each other
have become drinking buddies. The
world has changed.
But the more things change, the
more they stay the same.
As we embark on this new year
called 1998, we still reflect a bit of
the past in our lives. The clothes are
definitely back. Good or bad? You
be the judge. The popularity of sex,
drugs and rock 'n' roll in this
decade would make any
Woodstocker proud. When a
Democrat is president, we party
hard!
We still fight for equal (not special) rights. There is still tension
between the races, sexes and sexual
orientations. We still march, rally,
wear burtons, carry signs, hang
posters, display bumper stickers,
give speeches, host benefits and

sign petitions. Countries still test
each other. We want to show each
other that ours is the biggest (I am
referring to power, nuclear especialiy)We still have to deal with the
kinds of things history should have
taught us to avoid. We have people
blowing up buildings, above-thelaw cops, and government scandal.
People still want to take whaf s not
theirs and neglect the earth because
they can't possibly do any damage
in "their" lifetime. When I go to the
store I have to see headlines about
Chris Farley's binging on drugs,
alcohol and sex the week of his
death. We kill ourselves.
So why do I think '98 will be a
hell of a year? Well, for once, I have
started a year knowing what I want
to do with my life, what I want to
be, how I want to live my life.
Even if none of it works out, the
confidence that I have about it all is
enough.
Yes, I will still write about diversity this year. If s not all I know or
all I care about, but it is important.
1 feel that this year will be
important in the history of the
world. I haven't figured out why
yet. I'm not a psychic.
We have plenty to look forward
to this year. The Unabomber trial
of the century should be an interesting change from the O.J. trial of the
century and the McVeigh trial of
the century. There will be a few
30th anniversary stories popping
up. Prince will be a little bit closer

off/mi &+mm.»

Student money should be handled by students. Specifically, we
are talking about general fee money ... .and lots of it. This money
funds the 70-plus student organizations that make up the social
fabric of this University.
Because the success and prosperity of these organizations (how
much they can do for the community) depends on the size of the
e budgets allocated to them from the general fee, ACGPA (Advisory
Committee on General Fee Allocations) reform should be taken
very, very seriously. Every member of this University has a stake in
this.
While the Student Organization Funding reform process is on
hold, we have some pressing questions. Why, exactly, does USG
want to take over the allocation process? Rather than ACGFA, a
group of a few USG members and a diverse and multiple selection
from other student groups, USG wants an all-USG committee to
decide how much money each organization gets.
There has been some criticism of the current ACGFA system. Yet
scrapping the entire system seems drastic.
USG is assuming that they, as elected representatives, can
divide the general fee among an infinite number of virtuous student groups more fairly and efficiently that the current ACGFA
committee. USG, with 15 organizational seats and members that
are involved in various student groups, does represent many organizations. Then again, so does ACGFA, including five representatives from USG (and USG hasn't even filled their seats on the
ACGFA committee in recent years.)
ACGFA is a true and tried system that has been tweaked and
improved for decades in the name of fairness, going through
debates and changes as deficiencies were found. We do not quite
understand why the situation today is different enough to warrant
an overhaul of the system.
If USG was responsible for all allocations to student groups, the
student body might take more interest in their student government— a good thing. But what if an organization doesn't want to
be part of USG? What if organizations are denied representation
in USG, for whatever reason?
The News wants a strong student government and a fair and
equitable general fee allocation process. The News does not doubt
the ability of USG to allocate funds fairly. But it may take more
time and effort than it has shown thus far. While we would love to
see direct representatives allocating general fees, there is no need
to rush an overhaul of the current system. If s already time when
ACGFA would begin their process, and the clock is ticking.

Penny Brown .
Tony Cavallario .
Tom Denk, Eric Kuebler
Denise Domanski .
Ryan Johnson
Stephanie Schneider

Well, if s 1998.
Whoopdy doo.
Actually, I am looking at this
new year quite optimistically. 1998
is goingto be big, in my opinion.
Looking back if s got to be better
than the world was 30 years ago,
in 1968.
The '60s in general was a
decade riddled with tragedy, triumph and struggle. Aside from the
1860s, I find it to be one of the most
interesting decades in American
history.
But back to 1968,30 years prior
to now. It was a year of protest and
the war in Vietnam was at the top
of the list. Throughout the nation.
people would shout, "F—k the
war!" and "Make love, not war!"
But war is a business...
We lost notable Americans such
as John Steinbeck and Helen Keller.
We assassinated Robert F. Kennedy
and Martin Luther King, Jr. (Happy
69th birthday Martin!) We suffered
the tragedy of Richard Nixon being
elected president. Popular films like
"Night of the Living Dead" and
"2001: A Space Odyessy" premiered. We were only months
away from landing on the moon.
Where are we 30 years later?
Indeed we have come a long
way in three decades. There have
been tremendous advances in technology and human relations.
Computers, once built larger than
the average classroom can now be
made portable in unimaginable
ways. Women aren't "always" por-
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Let's make the world a better place
Since if s the beginning of a new
semester I wanted to use my space
this week to introduce to everyone
my intentions in writing this weekly column. As those of you who
already read Thursday's column
may recognize, many of the topics I
choose (and the way I approach
them) tend to be somewhat controversial. Some may ask why this is
and whether I really believe what I
am saying in these articles. I pondered these questions over break
and I think it will be useful to discuss my conclusions in this first column of the spring semester.
Topics such as the structure of
hierarchy, blatant discrimination
and other such issues comprised
many of my previous columns. I
realize that the reason I find it so
vital to discuss instances involving
these issues is that it can be difficult
for anyone to be completely aware
of such things at the time they are
taking place. As I study American
history, sometimes I am overwhelmed at the parallels between
what is going on in the present and
what has occurred throughout the
past
So one reason I like to think
about and explore some of the topics I do is so others can start to
think more about creating some
new stories about our world. In

it

Life
is a
Journey

■

other words, so we can start becoming conscious of our actions —
whether negative or positive —
more quickly. With a history that
has included slavery, violence,
world wars, discrimination, etc, I
feel it shouldn't take us another 20
years to realize the mistakes we are
making right now.
Another reason for my choices
of topics is that in order to became
aware of discrepancies in what certain people and groups are saying
and actually doing (like media, for
instance, and those "in power") it is
extremely important to question
everything! Why are things done
the way they are? Why do those
who decide what gets done have
the power to do so? Is there only
one way to structure our society? Is
the way it is structured the best
■<

way for the greatest number of people to have the best quality of life as
possible? These are questions that,
though kept in the back of my
mind, are the backbone of what I
do and feel and, in turn, write
about.
I do not necessarily expect people to agree with me. The overriding goal, through writing columns,
is for people who read it to take a
moment and just consider the
specifics of the opinion, and then
perhaps at the very least consider
their own feelings on the topic.
I believe that it is our duty not
only as students, but also as human
beings, to progress. Yet to progress
means thinking new ideas and considering change. We have grown
up and continue to live in a country
and a society in which the word
"progress" has come to have one
very narrow meaning-namely, economic and technological advancement and expansion. It seems that
many people have begun to realize
the limited nature of this notion I
have come to meet many people
who are searching for something
"more" in life-something beyond
obtaining more money and material
objects. I am reassured that
progress is taking place.
That is, the kind of progress that
will move life and beings toward a

more inclusive and joy-filled existence. Though these terms of
course mean something different to
everyone, the point is that everyone
can hopefully grow to understand
themselves and do with their life
anything they can imagine.
I write what I write because I
think there is hope to make the
world better for more people. Some
may say that my ideals are "Utopian" and that it is silly and out of
touch to write them. But when I do
write, whether it be about the outrageous beauty ideals placed on
women, or about the misconstrued
structure of "power" at the
University, it feels good and it feels

right
The goal of my weekly columns
is to present a space in which various topics can be considered in
ways that are many times not
thought to be an option. I wish
everyone a happy and especially
thought-provoking semester!
Jennifer Spahn is a columnist for
the News. Comments may be sent to
jspahnPbgnet or 210 West HaU.
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
Today's Question: "If you could be any super hero, who would you be and why?"
THE

BG
NEWS
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QUOTE OF THE DAY
A

I think that was him ... God bless

A

A A

44 h,m.

ff

an unidentified airline pilot
on recently-released flight controller tapes of the TWA 800 crash, upon seeing
the burning plane in the Atlantic Ocean off Long Island

Brian Shuler
Junior
Secondary Ed.

Tara Schmoekel
Junior
Comp. Science Ed.

Michele Domlnlck
Junior
Business Ed.

Mike Pallia
Junior
Recreational Adm.

Irene Wolf
Senior
Biology/Chemistry

"Spider Man - he
gets to swing
around on the net.'

"Batglrl - because
I'd be with George
Clooney and Chris
ODonnell."

"Wonder Woman
because she has all
the power."

The Wonder Twins,
so I can be a bucket of water and she
can be a frog."

"Wonder Twins, so I
can be a frog and
he can be a bucket
of water."

Got an Idea for a "People on the Street" question? E-mail ua at "bcncraebfnet.bfau''.

UPCOMING EVENTS
•"Upcoming EvenU" la ■ aervio* to oar reader* borrowed daily via the University web page. The calendar of
eventa on the web pafe baa a more complete lietinf of aventa and can be acceaeed through "www.bgau.edu''.

Thursday, 1/15/98
Off-Campus Housing Fair (3 p.m. 5:30 p.m.)
Lenhart Grand Ballroom. Student
Union. Talk with representatives from
local rental agencies. Student Legal
Services, and public utilities to And out
what kind of off-campus housing Is available, and what your rights and responsibilities are. The Fair Is free and open to
all. Free refreshments!

Friday, 1/16/98

between the East Division foes takes
place In Akron.
Women's Basketball hosts Akron (7

p.m.)

These may
just be
trees damaged from
Tuesday's
ice storm
in the
Northeast.
But The
BG News
believes
these are
actually a
group of
the select
few trees
that survived the
latest textbook craze
on campus.

Anderson Arena. BG faces a Northeast
Ohio foe for the second-straight game
when Akron Invades Anderson Arena
Women's Gymnastics at Ohio State
(7:30 p.m.)
Columbus, Ohio.
Men's Tennis at MAC Indoors (TBA)
Laurel HUI fToledo).

David Suzuki Lecture (3 p.m. - 5
p.m.)
101 Olscamp Hall. Suzuki, scientist,
author and host of the CBC television
program. The Nature of Things." will talk
on acid rain, forest management. Pacific
salmon and water quality. Although
free and open to the public, reservations are requested by emailing
lsnyderOcba.bgsu.edu.
Women's Tennis hosts
DePanl (6 p.m.)
■
Orchard Hill. Lima, Ohio. The
Falcons and Blue Demons tangle In
'. Lima in BGs first action of "98
j Dance (10 p.m. - 2 a.m.)
•.
Union Ballroom.
. Sponsored by Alpha Phi
C Alpha.
' Men's Tennis
at MAC
Indoors (TEA)
Laurel HUI
. fToledo).

Eleventh Annual Reddin
Symposium (TBA)
101 Olscamp Hall. Focusing on The
Environment of the Great Lakes."
Reservations required.

Sunday, 1/18/98
Women's Tennis at Ohio State (1:30
p.m.)
Columbus. Ohio.
BGSU Hockey at Ohio State (3 p.m.)
State Expo Center Coliseum
(Columbus. Ohio). After a nine-day break,
the Falcons resume play with a Sunday
matinee against the Buckeyes. This game
was originally scheduled for Jan. 17 (7
p.m.)
Men's Tennis at MAC Indoors (TBA)
Laurel HUI fToledo).

Tuesday, 1/20/98
Oil Painting H (6 p.m. - 8
p.m.)
BGSU. Spend time
painting and experimenting with styles while
learning
canvas stretching and
glazing techniques.
Meets Tues. thru Feb.
24. Fee. For information/registration, call
Continuing Education,
419/372-8181.

" Indoor Track at
home (11 a.m.)
Fleldhouse. BGs
men's and women's
' track teams open
the Indoor season at
home against
' Flndlay and Toledo.
BGSU Men's
Swimming ft Diving
at Ohio (f p.m.)
Athens. Ohio. The
Falcons resume action against the
Bobcats in MAC dual
action.
BGSU Women's Swimming ft Diving
at Ohio (1 p.m.)
Athens, Ohio. After a month layoff. BG
returns to competitive action
with a key dual meet against OU

Surefire
Prospecting/Power

Marketing (6 p.m. - 9 p.m.)

Rm. 2. CoUege Park. Learn the latest, most effective techniques used
by the sales leaders of the 90s. Ohio
Division of Real Estate Certified. Fee. For
more Information, call Continuing
Education.
419/372-8181.

TODAY'S
WEATHER
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Thursday, Jan. 15
Accu Weather* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures
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Friday:

Men's Basketball at Akron (3 p.m.)
Akron, Ohio. The first of two meetings

354-0303
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PAGE THREE is intended as an irreverent look at
The University. We at The BG Newt consider it an
offbeat page where we try to offer something for everybody. Opinions expressed herein are solely those of
our staff. Have a nice day.
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WIRE WATCH
News
Digest
compiled from wire reports
■ GENERAL MOTORS

Safety officials think corrosion caused brake
failure
WASHINGTON - Federal safety officials suspect corrosion
makes the anti-lock brakes prone to fail in some 3.6 million sport
utility vehicles and pickup trucks built by General Motors in the
early 1990s.
Agency officials have told GM of their findings, although they
are not to the point of ordering any action.
GM officials say that even if some brake valves were corroded, "these vehicles still have good braking capability."
The agency has discussed where the investigation stands with
the company, but has stopped short of publicly announcing any
findings.
GM spokesman Kyle Johnson said the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration has been Investigating corrosion "as a
possible performance condition that they think might be a cause
of brake complaints."
Patrick Fitzgerald, a spokesman in Livonia, Mich., for Lucas
Varity, which makes Kelsey-Hayes brand brakes, said the corrosion "hypothesis has been tested and refuted by our company
and by General Motors."

Asian support pledged to U.S.
The Associated Press
HONG KONG - The Clinton
administration won new Asian
pledges of support for tough,
belt-tightening steps in dealing
with the region's currency crisis
Wednesday. Financial markets
rallied for a second day.
Deputy Treasury Secretary
Lawrence Summers received the
endorsement of Hong Kong's
government near the end of his
whirlwind tour of Asian capitals.
And Hong Kong's financial
secretary, Donald Tsang, praised
U.S. efforts to keep the $100 billion bailout effort from unravel-

ing, saying Summers was doing a
good job to "stiffen the backbone" of countries seeking to
renege on the promises they
made to obtain assistance.
President Clinton dispatched
Summers as his emissary last
week after perceived backsliding
by Indonesian President Suharto
hurt currencies and stock prices
in a number of countries.
While detractors have argued
that the austerity measures being ordered by the International
Monetary Fund will worsen the
economic misery of millions of
people, the administration and its
allies in the bailout effort main-

tain that the countries have no
choice but to engage in painful
belt-tightening to regain market
confidence.
Asian investors, heartened by
new commitments made by Suharto to Summers on Tuesday,
pushed stock prices higher for a
second consecutive day. Hong
Kong's key Index, which had
plunged to a three-year low on
Monday, closed up 5.8 percent on
Wednesday. U.S. stocks, which
had posted their best gain of the
new year the day before, were
holding onto those gains
Wednesday.
Meanwhile, IMF Managing Di-

rector Michel Camdessus expressed his hope that Suharto
would agree to stronger and faster economic reforms in talks on
Thursday.
Camdessus said that strengthening and speeding up the Indonesian reform efforts would
provide a "new start" for the
country. He denied a report that
the IMF now believed its own
miscues contributed to Indonesia's problems.
Speaking to American reporters Wednesday, Tsang said he
was optimistic "the tail-end of
the crisis" was near.

Clinton

■ SEX

Study links sexual contact with level of education
CHICAGO - So maybe ignorance really IS bliss.
Americans with college degrees have less sex than those who
finished only high school, and those who went to graduate school
have even less, according to a study in February's American
Demographics magazine.
The study is based on 10,000 interviews with Americans conducted over the past decade by the National Opinion Research
Center at the University of Chicago.
High school graduates average 58 sexual contacts a year,
while those with some college average 62. Those with four-year
college degrees average 56, and those who have been to postgraduate school average a paltry 50.
■ CIGARETTES

Documents illustrate plans behind Joe Camel
campaign
WASHINGTON - Secret R.J. Reynold* memos show the No. 2
cigarette maker targeted teenagers as young as 13 in a plan to
steal its competitors' youngest smokers - and even created a
special brand aimed at boys.
Code-named Project LF, a 1987 memo stamped "RJR Secret"
says the company was creating a "wider-circumference, nonmenthol cigarette targeted at young adult male smokers (primarily 13-24 year old male Marlboro smokers)."
And other RJR papers illustrate that the highly popular Joe
Camel campaign, the hip cartoon character that peddled the
Camel brand until last year, targeted teens despite the company's repeated denials.
A 1973 marketing memo says that to help lure "younger smokers" away from Philip Morris' Marlboros, the leading teen
brand, "comic strip type copy might get a much higher readership among younger people than any other type of copy."
The document defined "younger smokers" as those ages 14 to
24.
■ IRAQ

U.N. teams denied ability to perform site inspections
BAGHDAD, Iraq - Iraq denied allegations Wednesday that it
used prisoners as guinea pigs to test biological agents, saying the
claim was concocted as a ploy to gain access to sensitive Iraqi
sites.
Speaking for the government, Deputy Prime Minister Tariq
Aziz also insisted that U.N. weapons teams were still skewed in
favor of Americans and Britons. American team leader Scott
Ritter would not be allowed to work, Aziz said, because there
were too many "Anglo-Saxons" on his crew.
Ritter, who is tasked with checking Iraqi ministries and other
government sites, was blocked from working for a second day
Wednesday when the government did not send required Iraqi escorts.
Aziz was asked at a news conference about reports that Ritter
was trying to check allegations that chemical and biological
agents were tested on Iraqi prisoners in the summer of 1995.
"That is one of the lies that is being used as a pretext for intruding" into sites, such as the Intelligence agency headquarters,
which Iraq considers a violation of its sovereignty.

sra
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President Clinton, with Vice President Al Gore, center, and White
House Chief of Staff Erskine Bowles, left, talks about Iraq during a
ceremony in the Grand Foyer of the White House Wednesday,

where he announced support of a proposed patient "Bill of
Rights." In addition, the president endorsed an inquiry into suspicions that Iraq tested chemical weapons on inmates.

TV networks bid big for NFL broadcast
The Associated Press
PASADENA, Calif. - For the
television networks that went
deep for the rights to broadcast
NFL games, the prospect of losing viewers proved far scarier
than the prospect of losing
money.
The NFL this week struck an
astonishing $17 billion deal with
Fox, CBS, ABC and ESPN to
carry football for the next eight
years. The deal doubles the
NFL's television fees at a time
when football ratings are going
down.
Although industry analysts
question whether the networks
can possibly make money on the
deal, football provides a dependable group of viewers at a time

when cable is splintering the
broadcast TV audience.
"You constantly look for the
hits," said Robert Gutkowski,
chief executive of the Marquee
Group, a New York sports marketing firm, "and football has always been a hit."
NBC, left on the outside after
being outbid by CBS for American Football Conference rights,
stemmed the bleeding Wednesday by negotiating the return of
its top-rated drama, "ER," for
three more years - at $10 million
to $13 million per episode, according to an industry source
who spoke on condition of anonymity.
CBS knew all too well the consequences of losing out on football. When Fox took away the

National Football Conference
rights from CBS four years ago,
the network lost affiliates to Fox
and saw its ratings slump.
The network also saw its
viewership grow older. Its attempts to bring in a younger audience during this TV season,
with the drama "Brooklyn South"
and a teen-oriented Friday night
lineup, have largely failed.
But with football, CBS now has
a product that consistently pulls
In young, male viewers and gives
the network the opportunity to
promote Its prime-time programming to them.
And although football ratings
have declined, they are slipping
at a rate much slower than
prime-time network programming.

Also, CBS's Sunday night show
"60 Minutes" suffered in the ratings without a football lead-in,
and the football contract will
give the newsmagazine a real
boost at a time when changes in
the show are inevitable with the
aging of stars like Mike Wallace
and Andy Rooney.
CBS does not expect to reclaim
affiliates that it lost to Fox. But it
can expect its prospects to improve at the 14 local stations that
it owns across the country, 12 of
them in NFL cities.
CBS and ABC expect to immediately Jack up the prices for advertising on football telecasts.
Even so, the price for broadcasting football rose so steeply that

ITS PATIENT APPRECIATION DAYS

SEC WHAT ALL THE NOISE IS ABOUT!
Friday, Feb. 6, 8 pm
Saturday, Fat*. 7, 5 & 9 pm
Sunday, Fab. 8, 3 pm

January 14th thru January 20th
Affordable Chiropractic Will Be Offering To All New Patients

Free Spinal Examinations and X-Rays

Stranahan Thaatar
Toledo

(IF NEEDED)

In Our Clinic On Their First Visit
S. Hoxie, DC.

$2 student discount with valid ID.
For tickets call 474-1333

AFFORDABLE
CHIROPRACTIC

m .T

ws.i
lmoit»r

Mu8t presem This Coupon

,

P. Oshea DC.

Appointment Needed

1072 N- Main
354-6166
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Students strive
'™ELL
for healthy eating

Continued from page one.

□ According to dietary
guidelines, healthy eating habits require a balanced intake of various
food groups.
By KELLY VON GLAHN
The BG News

It's the beginning of a new year
and many students are approaching it with a healthier attitude.
Food has found Its way into the
resolutions of many.
"I plan on eating more vegetables and fruit. I'm going to try
and stay away from fatty foods,"
said Lisa Gonzalez, a senior elementary education major.
According to the Dietary
Guidelines for Americans, the
Food Guide Pyramid forms the
basis of a balanced diet. The pyramid is divided into several food
groups and lists the desired serving sizes:
■ Six to 11 servings of bread,
cereal, rice and pasta
■ Three to five servings of
vegetables
■ Two to four servings of fruit
■ Two to three servings of
milk, yogurt and cheese
■ Two to three servings of
meat, poultry, fish, dry beans,
eggs and nuts
■ Use fats, oils and sweets
sparingly
"People need to remember that
eating from all the major food
groups is essential to having a
balanced diet," said Dr. Sue
Houston, dietetics instructor.
The key to eating healthy is

"People need to
remember that
eating from all the
major food groups is
essential to having a
balanced diet."
Sue Houston
dietetics instructor

Health
balance, variety and moderation,
Houston said.
"These characteristics are
very important. Excluding a
group can lead to trouble," Houston said.
Another aspect to keep in mind
when eating healthy is to be responsible and sensible. Many believe that they are going to lose
weight quickly and in substantial
amounts.
When looking at the nutrition
labels on food products, one has
to look at all the contents. Foods
that are high in fat and also in
calories not only put on weight,
but are also considered unhealthy.
The Dietary Guidelines
suggest a slow and steady weight
loss of one-half to one pound a
week Eating healthier combined
with physical activity produces
the best results when attempting
to lose weight.

first session consists of an over- sion.
"Our program is exactly what I
all assessment of the client's
sonal training programs that physical health.
think personal training should
consist of three sessions. The
The results are revealed to the be. We don't hold the person's
client during the second session. hand. We are here to encourage
It is also at this time when the the person to stick with (the
client and trainer set goals. A workout program)," said Paul
trainer demonstrates proper re- Chase, a developmental kinesioContinued from page four.
sistance training and stretching logy graduate student. "If that
techniques during the last ses- person has any questions or has
there's some question about
whether the networks can possibly make money.
NBC Sports President Dick
Ebersol, whose network got shut
out, called the bidding "reckless."
"It certainly sounds to all of us
like It would be very difficult for
them to make a profit on it," said
Gutkowski, former head of the
MSG local sports network in New
York
But the benefits of broadcasting football proved too important
to lose, he said.
"It helps with their affiliates,
their whole image, their morale
and the sense of what they are,"
he said. "There are a lot of iny
tangibles that go into it."
*H '<♦♦'>♦♦ »♦♦ »♦♦!♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦/•♦♦ IM M< »♦♦♦♦/♦♦ •, .»♦♦♦
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For ABC, already the thirdplace network and still sinking in
prime time, losing "Monday
Night Football" would have
jint-A-$howqirl I jf
w-ott /Vparr,
Paint-5-Showgirl
Cream Wres
Wrestling
stripped away its consistently
highest-rated program in the fall.
SfitVRVfiX
IVtSVjW

NETWORKS

Looking for Part-time Employment?

m

Visit our Employment Rep Wednesday:
Jan 14, and Thursday: Jan. 15 from 102 in the Student Services Building or

call:

^A ln my book. SamBs,
my favorite BG restaurant,
deserves star billing It's the
best place to eat between^
Toledo & Columbus.^^
The Trtrdo Bladr Rtiunrcuu Crilic

feh 2nd, 3rd, 4th

146 North Main Bowling Green

hretfidttf tf- ftttnt $&t$

While ABC President Robert
Iger said the network wasn't willing to pay whatever it took to
keep football, It clearly believed
the potential losses were worth
the price.

Midnight Features
-TVo for Tuesdays
StWDjW
W£Dr/£$PAY
Tree video to 1st 2C I Amateur Contest 10pm
paid admissions
|'
135 S. Bvrnc Rd Toledo 531-0079

f*S*%mll£
32 ox. Jars $ 2.25
S1 Millar bottles
All Night!
Tuts.: $1 Wall Drinks
All Nightl
WED:
$1.50 Long Island
IcaTaas
THues: LADIES NIGHT
$1.50 Froran
Margaritas
FRI:
Graat Happy Hours
SAT & SUN: Open at Noon
Happy hour until 9pm
Frea Popcorn
Everynlghtl
MON:

HELP
WANTED

WELCOME BACK!
Good Luck in '98

trouble sticking to the program,
they Just have to come In an'
someone will help them."
There Is a $30 fee that U bursarable for the personal training
program offered at the Fltwell
Center, located in the Student
Recreational Center. For more
Information, call the Fltwell
Center at 372-2712.

Line Cook
Kitchen
Prep
Servers
Host/
Hostesses

861-7827
5630
Airport
Highway
Toledo

BGSU Men's Track
VS
FJndlay,Toledo
and
Central
Michigan

Saturday
11:00a.m.

GREAT SANDWICHES

&

APPETIZERS

HAPPY HOUR
EVERYDAY
4PM - 9PM
300 E. WOOSTER

Students admitted Free with valid BGSU ID

354-4280

UNIVERSITY PINING SERVICES
University Dining Services is seeking BGSU students to work
beginning immediately Spring Semester 1998.

25%^OFF
thing!
Friday, Saturday
& Sunday ONLY*

We work around your class schedule. Work as few as 10
hours, or as much as 20 hours per week.
The choice is yours!
To apply, contact the dining center of your
choice in person or by phone.
Commons Dining Center
Founders Keepers Food Court
Galley Dining Center
Kreischer Sundial Food Court
McDonald Dining Center
University Union
University Union Catering

372-2563
372-2781
372-2766
372-2825
372-2771
372-2641
372-6095

DIP YOU KNOW?
By working just 10 hours each week for 1 month you
could have enough money to:
* Make a car payment
* Pay the monthly rent
* Support your CD habit
By working 3 months or more you could have enough
money to party in Panama City for spring break!

www. cybershed. com

Concert ticket* and heal artiste CoVfopa* ncluded.

COME WORK FOR IIS!
University Dining Services

I

1
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Sports Editor
Jason McMahon
372-2602

BG women suffer first MAC loss at Kent, 88-85
□ The Flashes hold off
the Falcons in the battle
of MAC East unbeatens.

but it is a big win for us."
BG shot a frigid 34 percent
from the field in the second half.
The Falcons were shut down by a
halfcourt defense thrown at them
by Kent - a team known for its
By JASON MCMAHON
full-court press.
Women's
The BG News
"We got the game to a halfBasketball
court game," said BG coach Jaci
KENT - Faced with an unexClark. "And we got beat at our
pected nasty halfcourt defense,
own game. We struggled shootthe Bowling Green women's basBowling Green
85
ing the ball tonight. Our kids
ketball team turned over the top
Kent
88
have got to learn that they can't
spot in the Mid-American Conget spoiled by shooting the ball
ference Wednesday night losing mid-point of the season looms.
an 88-85 heartbreaker to the Fla"It's a really big win," said well."
The Falcons entered the game
shes before 746 vocal fans.
Kent forward Carrie Templin,
With the win, Kent (W, 7-0 who finished with 18 points. shooting a MAC-best 51 percent
MAC) claimed sole posession of "Every game in the MAC is from the field.
Kent abandoned its full-court
first place in the MAC East. The tough, but we are picked and BG
Falcons (10-4, 5-1 MAC) fall a was picked to be at the top of the press in the second half, in part
to conserve sophomore point
game and a half behind as the league. This definitely isn't over, «°

guard Dawn Zerman (see related
story), who led all scorers with 22
points.
After a Jaymee Wappes 3-pointer knotted the game at 49, Kent's
halfcourt defense suffocated the
Falcons on BG's next seven trips
down the court.
BG missed eight straight field
goal attempts in that span.
Meanwhile, the Flashes were
building an 18-5 run, capped by
six straight points from Templin
to give Kent its biggest lead at
67-54.
Kent junior Alana Bader kept a
BG rally at bay, scoring the next
eight points for the Flashes. She
finished with 18.
"She had some nice driving
where sne
she got to tne
the baseplays wnere
oase-

■Kent's Dawn Zerman led Kent
past BG with 22 points. See story
on page seven.

line," Kent coach Bob Lindsay
said. "Our players like Alana
Bader and some of those kids
have not been in many big
games."
The Falcons, on the strength of
key baskets from reserves Jenifer Gafford and Bridget Andrews made the Flashes sweat at
the end.
Gafford drove the baseline to
bring BG to within two at 85-83
with 30 seconds left. The Falcons
immediately fouled Zerman, who
hit one of two free throws - an 87
percent free-throw shooter.
But Kent blanketed the perimeter, and BG could only manage a couple off-balance 3-point
•
See MAC LOSS, page
esMiywiiusj,
page nine.
nine.

IOWUNC GMEN (10-4, 5-1)
|ona 5-14 6-8 16. Kahle 2-9 2-2 6,
HUerman 6-11 2-2 14, Puthofl 5-15 2-5
13, Wappes 3-4 2-3 10, Belcher 1-3 0-0 2,
Gafford S-9 2-2 12, Andrew 3-S 3-3 10,
DeFosae 1-1 0-0 2. TOTALS 31-71 19-22

as.
KENT (9-6,74»
Bader 7-134-4 18, T«mpl in 9-11 Mil,
Chicorelll 3-4 0-0 6, Bland M 2-2 2, Zer
man 613 9-10 22, Hurley 4-6 0-0 8,
Nance 1-2 0-1 2, Zollk 2-2 1-1 S, Beggs
0-2 04) 0, Kempf 3-5 0-0 6, Studer 0-4 1 i
1. TOTALS 3S-62 17-20 SB.
Halfttme - Ken) 49, BC 46. 3-poin)
goah - BC 4-11 (Wappes 2-2, Andrew
1-2. Puthofl 1-4. Gafford 0-1, Kahle 0-1.
Raterman 0-1), KENT 1-4 (Zerman 1-2,
Bader 0-1, Hurley 0-1). Fouled out -- Jones.
Assists - BC 16 (Jones, RaMrman, Puthofl
3), Kent 14 (Blind S). Total fouli -- BC 21.
Kent 19. Technicals - none. Attendance 746.

_

Falcons get off to blazing start, cruise past Kent
?*X^Z£T f^Men'sBa^baiil ■■^^■i^Vi BG uses hot shootingfrom
□ Bowling Green maintains top slot in MAC'S
c .^.^^..^krnn
East
division with convincing win over Kent,
78-59.
ByJIMTOCCO
The BC News
PyV«»< by a first-half scoring
outburst during which it seemed
they couldn't miss. Bowling
Green's men'* basketball team
cruised to a 78-59 home victory
over Kent last night.
The Falcons charged hard out
of the gate, making each of their
first nine shots from the field,
and holding a 25-12 lead before
they ever missed.
"We couldn't stop them today,"
said Kent coach Charlie Waters.
They shot extremely well, especially In the first 10 minutes."
Kirk Cowan's missed lay in 7:52
Into the game was BG's first
miss. That anchored a half in
which BG shot .830 from the
floor. Including 9-of-14 from
3-point land.
"I thought in the first half we
got good looks, and we had good
shooters taking good shots," said
coach Dan Dakich
BG picked up where It left off
early In the second half, scoring
the frame's first eight points and
going up by a game-high 29
points. Then Kent went on a 13-0
run, which went virtually unnoticed because of BG's overwhelming lead.
The Falcons got 21 assists and

L_JL

Hats

Kent
Bowling Green

LaT"

a»f

59
78

KENT (6-11,3.4)
Maiaey 5-12 0-2 13. Perry 58, 5-6 16,
Whorton 3-3 0-2 6, Norvell 0-1 1-2 1. CalIjway 1-5 0-0 3, Davit 0-4 0 0 0, Lehrke
0-1 0-0 0, Eflertz 5-8 0-0 13. Moore 1-2
00 2, Vaughn 2-3 1-2 5, Martin 0-0 0-0 0.
TOTALS 22-47 10-15 59.
■OWLING GREEN (7-7,4-2)
Esterkamp 4-5 0-0 10, Reid 8-15 2-2 24.
Cowan 3-5 10-12 16. Moore 7-11 0-0 17,
Chambers 1-2 3-4 5, Key» 2-4 0-0 5, Crespo 1 -3 0-0 2, Furlin 0-1 0-0 0, Black 0-1
04) 0. TOTALS 26-47 1S-18 78.
Halflime - BC 47, Kent 26. 3-point
goali - Kent 5-14 (Efferu 3-6, Callaway
1-1, Perry 1-1, Davit 0-3, Massey 0-2. Lehrke 0-1), BC 11-23 (Rod 6-9. Moore 3-6.
Esterkamp 2-3. Keys 0-2. Furlin 0-1, Black
0-1, Chambers 0-1). Fouled out -- none Assists - Kent 13 (Norvell 6), BC 21 (Moore
6) Total fouls - Kent 15, BC 13. Technicals
- none. Attendance - 2,551.

only 10 turnovers in the game,
numbers which Dakich says are
"unheard of for this crew."
Tony Reid led the Falcons with
24 points, including six 3-pointers. Demar Moore added 17.
Kirk Cowan drew fouls underneath, shooting 10-for-12 from
the charity stripe and finishing
with 16 points.
"There are days sometimes
that you can't miss anything,"
Waters said. "I call it a "zone'
Their entire team was in a zone."
Kent drops to 6-11 overall, with
See BLAZINC, page nine.
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By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BC News
Two different kinds of fireworks could be heard on nights of
Bowling Green men's basketball
games in less than a week.
The fireworks came from the
words of Eastern Michigan coach
Milton Barnes after a controversial 78-75 Falcon win Saturday.
The explosions Wednesday
came In the form of BG hitting
3-pointers galore.
The Falcons used nine firsthalf 3-point shots to defeat Kent
78-59 Wednesday to keep the Falcons in first place in the MidAmerican Conference Eastern
division.
BG hit 9of-14 treys In the first
half for 64 percent. It would connect on ll-of-23 total 3-point attempts for 48 percent. The Golden Flashes hit just 5-of-14 treys
total for 36 percent Including
l-of-4 in the first half as the Falcons built a 47-26 halftlme lead.
BG's Tony Reid led all 3-point
bombers with six. Including four
in the first half, while DeMar
Moore had three, and Dave
Esterkamp two.
"We couldn't stop them," Kent
coach Gary Waters said. "The
difference is they weren't
layups, but outside shots. I have
BG New. Pkat. by Je r. m y Mart I ■ to give them credit. They were
BC'i Tony Reid drives to the basket in last night's 78-59 win over Kent, patient, got the ball to the
Reid led the Falcons with 24 points.
shooters and they shot the ball."

Tf&rft

Waters also said BG did a nice
Job setting screens.
Besides the shooting from behind the arc, the Falcons' fast
start can be attributed to their
fiery beginning when they connected on their first nine shots,
all of which came with assists. In
the first half, BG had 16 assists
to just five turnovers and would
finish with 21 assists to 10 turnovers.
BG coach Dan Dakich contributed ball movement as the key to
the first half explosion.
"What we did was make an
extra pass," Dakich said. "Like If
I had a pretty good shot, I made
another pass to a guy who had a
great shot.
"I thought we did a heck of a
job moving, cutting, and working
In the first half. Because I really,
really thought in watching the
tape that Kent was a darn good
defensive team."
The ball movement was effective no matter what defense Kent
played in the first half.
The Flashes started out In .a
man-to-man. The Falcons would
penetrate and dish out to a wideopen bomber. When Kent
switched Into a 2-3 and later a 3-2
zone, BG put someone in the
middle. When the ball went to the
middle, at least two Kent defenders converged leaving more Fal• Sec 3-POINTERS, page nine.

Men's tennis looks forward to start of spring season

□ The Falcons open the
spring season under the
tutelage of two young,
enthusiastic coaches.
By DAN SPEHLER
The BC News

Looking at a picture of the
men's tennis team, it Isn't quite
a* easy as one might expect to
pick out who the coaches are.
That's because both men, head
coach Jay Harris and assistant
Adam Tropp are not too far removed from their own days as
college-level tennis players.
Harris, 26, Is in his second
season tu coach of the Falcons,

and Tropp is, for the time being,
an undergraduate student at BG.
Tropp, 23, was the captain of last
year's team that went 13-8 in dual
meets.
"It's a lot different," Tropp
said of his new position. "Trying
to realize that everybody plays
different, and not to convert
everybody to what I think is
right."
So far, the team has responded
quite well to the charismatic,
young duo and many on the team
feel that having the pair of
coaches is nothing but ideal.
"I think it's great because we
can look at our coaches on a peer
level," senior co-captain Ryan
Gabel said. "At the same time we
respect (the coaches) as the authority, the leader."

BGSU Women's
Tennis
VS
DePaul
Friday
6:00 p.m.
Students admitted Free with valid BGSU ID
*

wins in the three years with the
Bobcats, earning First-Team AllGreat Midwest Conference in his
last two seasons. Harris' playing
ability also means he can practice with the team, something
that a lot of older coaches just
aren't able to do.
"I like the fact he gets involved
In what we're doing," said
Gabel's fellow senior co-captian
David Anderton. "When your
coach is doing it with you, it kind
of gives you a little more motivation to do it, rather than (the
coach) just sitting and yelling at
you."

Harris
"I think I can relate to them,"
Harris agreed. "I kind of know
what's going on in their heads a
little more, maybe it's because it
wasn't that long ago that I was
doing the same thing, or maybe
it's just a generational thing, I
don't know."
Harris played tennis at the
University of Cincinnati
(1990-93), where he notched 102

In addition to being playerfriendly, Harris and Tropp have
proven to be incredibly knowledgeable of the game and they'-

"TWO THUMBS UP!"-. :&
THE SIDE

' Your athletic » sportswear Headquarters, with
personal service and knowled3eabk sales people.'

900 E. Woostcr & S. College 352-3365
123 S. Main, Downtown BG 352-3610

\

In the doubles competition,
Ptak and Anderton will be the
lead team (4-3), Bartan and Ashford make the second team and
freshman Brandon Gabel joins
Wiles on the third team.

BOYS ON THE SIDE

FALCON HOUSE
SPORTING GOODS

Limit I per customer
Coupon Eipua I/J1/9S

place this weekend at the MidAmerican Conference Indoor
Tournament in Toledo. Bowling
Green will be led this weekend
by Junior Radu Bartan, who
starts the season at No. 1 singles
after compiling a 6-5 fall recoru.

Whoopi Goldberg Mary-Louise Parker Drew Barrymore

• Protective Equip • Sticks • Hockey
Skates • Figure Skates • Jerseys • Hats
LARGE SELECTION - LOW PRICES

99C

"This is my full-time job, so I
have time to do research in the
summer," Harris said. "That's
what I do, I research tennis, they
get a packet of information and
we test them on it"
The Falcons' first true test of
the '98 spring season will take

But Bartan's spot at the top is far
from certain for the remainder
of the season.
"I don't want to say anything Is
set in stone," Harris said. "I like
to throw different stresses at
players, and I don't think any one
guy should be too comfortable
with his position." Rounding out
the lineup for this weekend will
be Matt Wiles (junior, 4-5 fall record), Milan Ptak (junior, 6-4),
Anderton (senior, 5-4), Sonny
Huynh (sophomore, 5-3) and Ben
Ashford (freshman, 5-9).

sasamaasas

NOW OPEN - 2nd Location
HOCKEY EQUIPMENT
<3G^(BACQ(SQ SAL13

Hockey Tape
or
Mouth Guard

ve attempted to instill that same
mental detail in their players.
This includes having the team hit
the books in preparation for the
season.

PLUSTEAM JERSEYS
FOR IM

SAVE! j
Regular |
Overnight:

99CSKATE

SHARPENING
Limit 1 per customer
Coupon Eipira I/3IM

r

Friday, January 16 & Saturday January 17
8:00& 11:00 PM
Olscamp 111
$2.00
Question*? Call 372-7164
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Zerman battles illness in Kent win

□ The sophomore point
guard burns BG for 22
points despite playing at
less than 1 00 percent.

eight of which came down the
stretch as the Falcons tried to
claw their way back into the
game.
"She was just worn out, out
there,'' Kent coach Bob Lindsay
said. "I don't know what she had,
she was all knotted up, just a
By DAN SPEHLER
mess." "Anybody that can play
The BG News
sick, that says a lot," said Kent
forward Carrie Templin. "She's a
' Butterflies In the stomach. In a clutch player."
close basketball game, this phenZerman scored 13 points in the
omenon isn t that uncommon. But first half, and found her way to
in last night's 88-85 defeat of the basket with little resistance.
Bowling Green, stomach prob- On several instances, the BG delems played a very literal role for fense was able to do little else
Kent State's sophomore guard than stand and admire the athleticism of Kent's second-leading
Dawn Zerman.
Last year's MAC Freshman of scorer, as she flew through the
the Year had a bit of the flu dur- lane and stunned the Falcon deing last night's game, but based fenders.
"We didn't do a very good job
an her performance, one would
be hard-pressed to notice that stopping them, especially In the
anything was bothering her at all. first half. (Zerman) took the lane
Zerman scored 22 points against line on us, and it took us too long
the Falcons, matching a career to adjust to it"
high. The 5-7 guard also hit on
"I just saw the openers and
nine of 10 free throw attempts, took advantage of it," Zerman

said. "I just used my quickness I
guess."
But as halftime struck, Zerman's illness got no better. To
help his star youngster. Coach
Lindsay had to make some adjustments.
"When she came out of the
game, her stomach was In knots,"
Lindsay said. "I didn't think we
could run her around and keep
her out there for any amount of
time."
So, partly to help Zerman from
getting worse, the full-court
press, which kept both teams
running at top speed in the first
half, was removed. It was then
that Zerman began to struggle
somewhat offensively. After
scoring two points five minutes
into the period, Zerman began to
get flustered, missing four baskets, committing four turnovers,
twice being called for a travel
and once for a carry.
When asked after the game,
Zerman didn't use her illness as
an excuse, saying simply that she

"wasn't really sure why (she)
didn't do as well in the second
half."
With two minutes to play.
Bowling Green led by three, and
had to foul Kent to keep them
from running out the clock. In
other words, it was redemption
time for Zerman, who would go to
the line eight times in the final
two minutes.
"I didn't know how much it
really affected her (at the
free-throw line) but she wasn't
feeling too good out there," Lindsay said.
With her sto. .iach tied up from
illness and nerves, Zerman went
to the line and persevered. Zerman's only miss came with 29
seconds to play, when she missed
the first of two free throws to
keep BG within three. Zerman hit
two more free throws to raise her
average to 86.6 percent

FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE!

Newly Constructed for Fall 1998
3 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C, &
Fireplaces
808 Frazee Ave.

352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green
OHIO
43402

EARN EXTRA
CASH
... and help save lives
... donate plasma

"All I can say is, thank God she
made those free throws," Templin said.

at

Pittsburgh to ask tax payers for new stadiums
1

The Associated Press

PITTSBURGH - A variety of
existing taxes, such as a county
sales tax, and new fees including
a ticket surcharge on Pirates and
Steelers games may pay for two
proposed new stadiums in Pittsburgh.
Mayor Tom Murphy and other
elected officials have set the end
of January as an unofficial deadline to finalize a stadium funding
plan.

The two teams and city, county
and state politicians have worked
behind the scenes to devise a
Plan B to fund the stadiums and
an expanded convention center
since the Nov. 4 rejection of a
temporary sales tax increase.
The Steelers and Pirates,
which play in 28-year-old Three
Rivers Stadium, say the new stadiums are essential to their longterm survival. Officials believe
they need a bigger convention

Tired of throwing

Pirates owner Kevin McClatchy, who bought the team two
years ago, could put the team up
for sale as early as Feb. 1 if a stadium financing plan is not in
place.
Sources close to the talks characterized the negotiations as hectic but productive, with all sides
- the teams, elected officials and
community leaders - cooperating to hasten an agreement.
With taxpayers clearly op-

BGSUWomen's Track
VS
Findlay
and
Central
Michigan
Saturday
11:00a.m.

your weight around'.'

7k
AJtofnof** Oofhiog • Vtn(*r V«or
• 0»oo*oVHemp J«w«Jry • Imported
Ogon • Gov*> OgortWfe* • locom* •
Unique Cone**. • Top*sMM • Sndws •
PoUfi • 200* T«*M • Parch wo* ponn
• Ho* GHfT^acrfd G Urver) G ottvtm •
OooV Pun ton (100 \ auc*onf©«> •
l*ofher - podd**d wool JOCKJ- Sc*nr*d
o* G loMora • H»mp Rotfc • Mortc
Panic hok coloring • Cviratfe
• OtfWf untQju* }»w»lry

445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad frocks)
Mon-Sat: 11:30-9
Sunday 12-© 054-0176

cites.

OPEN 24 HOURS

Ice • Fountain Express
Cold beer at state minimum prices
Fresh deli • Fresh gourmet coffee

Sera-Care Plasma Center
2540 DORR ST. • TOLEDO, OH

posed to implementing new
taxes, the challenge is to redistribute current taxes to help fund
the stadiums without disrupting
essential programs or projects.
According to sources close to
both teams, a consensus for funding the stadiums has begun to
emerge during a series of meetings among the teams and the
politicians.

Also ask about how you can help others while
hindrablng for your organization

l«lat|MU
DWIItlnillW
'taianiimaM
-rMMMtolfcMhi
"Ml—»U—M

litlli: «OM S!

Bring this ad In for an additional $10 Bonus.
That's $30 on your first donation!

M^?hmMATiSTiinn

1-800-828-7015

MUJtiaMJMMflffl

Students admitted Free with valid BGSU ID

353-7767
425 E. Wooster

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Hours:
Monday - Friday
9 a.ra - 5 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m. -1 p.m.

Applications available for the

DELBERT L. LATTA SCHOLARSHIP
The Delbert L. Latta Scholarship was created upon the 1988 retirement of Delbert
Latta from the U.S. Congress, where he had served as Ohio's Fifth District Representative for
30 years. He also served three terms in the Ohio Senate.
A total of five $1,000 scholarships to incoming freshmen and continuing students (who
have a minimum of two semesters of study to complete before graduation) will be awarded to
law-abiding students who possess a minimum GPA of 3.0 and exhibit involvement in campus
and/or community organizations. ANY MAJOR IS ELIGIBLE.
Applicants must reside in the geographic areas represented by Delbert Latta during his
years in public service: the counties of Defiance, Erie, Fulton, Hancock, Henry, Ottawa,
Paulding, Putnam, Sandusky, Seneca, Van Wert, Williams, and Wood: also the townships of
Lyme, Norwich, Richmond, Sherman and Bellevue City (Huron County), Harding, Jerusalem,
Monclova, Oregon, Providence, Springfield, and Swanton (Lucas County).
Applications are available at the Mileti Alumni Center.

■

- Money Orders Available -ATM-

/•TJVMrtffl
SECXHB

DEADLINE: February 27,1998

MALL WIDE SAVINGS
This Is Just A Sample of the Savings!
DEPARTMENT STORES

ENTERTAINMENT/MUSIC/VIDEO
Jolly Tlma

Graat SaHoOon ol Yaw-End Claan-up For ma Enara
Family

BOOKS/CARDS/GIFTS
Abbon.Card.tOH1.
50%OFF All Seasonal hams (aidudas Vatannna't Day)
New CoHacBOlai ara Arriving Dally
Mk Cnocokua Papparmini Crama Yum Yunu %5.95
par pound during January
Almacl h-oona 1 DION Laalhara
(25 OFF CoHaonr Doll
$3 OFF All Blank.s
29% OFF All Balkan * Taapaai

MALL WIDE SAVINGS
■

ON YOUR FAVORITE THINGS IN YOUR FAVORITE STORES

THURSDAY THRU MONDAY, JANUARY

15-19

SO% OFF All Claaranca ll.mil
Look lor -BONUS BUYS' tiroughout tkt

•MM
FooHockaf
Shoa Sanaatkin
Saving! Up D 50% OFF Clurira llama-Man'l. Womani,
ChUdran's

JEWELRY & ACCESSORIES

__fj
Coma In and Pra-Ctdar Your Copy of -TH* UOt Mwmkr
and Pick Uo Soma Lima Marmakt Marchandlaa - 50XOFF
50%OFFArlCalanoafl
Coma In rand Cnack Oul Our Coamc Wai
Radio Shack
FREE RalM with purcnaaa ol Larga Popcorn
Gin Book! Available
Bargain Matinees - All snows Oatora 6.00 PM only $3.75, Ariel
6 00 PM only $5 25

SERVICES

SOKOFF All Holiday Candy (axduding Vaiennne'i Day candy) pig* ISS'L^?'1? JJ**"^
40% OFF All Holiday Merchanoiee (aiduding VaMnuna'i Day '4Pnd Sfaer playing February 1J-IS and 20-22

Kama)
nmutt oim * Contcmnta
WaHenbooka
Super Bargain Book Salal Buy 4 Books gal a Sth on. FREE!
Pralarrad Raadan Save Anoihar 10%
All Computar Bookl Storawio>15 % OFF Ragular Price
Mail Wlnnle-The Pooh. Piglet, and Tlgger, tool Sunday.
January laati From 2 5 PM
Phona. Coloring Contaat & Lola ol Funll

ntnirmrsamn

All Ratal • Buy Any 2 Product! - Gat 20% OFF
Calltomia Tan Products - Buy 1 - Gat 1 FREE
Tanning«10 Saaalona For $12.50
Check out our Naw Llalnga

SPECIALTY
Swing SUrar - Mf * pram
B0%OFF Oou Ch«m

woodland moll
=*
BOWUNQ GREEN

Claaranca Blowout - Radllna Aooaaaorlaa 1 Jawalry ■ 10
Homo tor $5,001
Cl—raw Handbag* taring u low as $3.4f
Taddy Baar ConacOMt 9M witn avary $10 purchaaa

Bubwav
Tha China
OnaFREE Egg Roll or Soup wan avary Maal>January 15-18
OiackCkit Our lw« Dally Spacaalil

______
Raducad_ Cakvxlari Holiday Card. 1 HoWay Mualc
Saw on 8alaciad -
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Two BG News sports writers take sides
on a current issue in the sports world

Offsides
Face it, coaches just
have a will to win
I don't see any reason why Eastern
Michigan coach Milton Barnes should
be fined or suspended by the MAC. The
man was simply expressing his opinion
and doing bis job.
The post game comments made by
Barnes Saturday at Anderson Arena
happened because of the pressure and
stress of coaching at the college level.
Coaches are going to express their opinions of games, just like they have been
doing for many years. This was just one
of the many Instances in which the
coach was too forward for the like of the
press.
First of all, a coach should have the
right to argue his position of a game.
Because face It, that Is the only thing
that a coach can physically do to win a
game. If a coach sat back and did nothing about what he or she thought was a
poorly-called game, then the coach is in
the wrong profession. The players' job
Is to do everything possible on the court
to win the ballgame.
I'm not exactly sure using words that
refer to what comes out of the southbound end of a northbound horse helped
the situation, but something had to be
said.
You can also look at this situation as
possibly helping the MAC in the future.
What he said could have an immediate
effect on the conference's officials. He
took one for the conference when he
said, "If officiating doesn't get better,
the MAC will never get any respect."
That is something that had to be said
and Barnes had the guts to say it in front
of everyone. In fact, I don't think there's
a coach in the NCAA that can honestly
say they haven't thought about telling

Coaches shouldn't blame
officiating for losses

the officials exactly what they thought
about their calls or lack thereof. Barnes
just snapped and said what many of the
coaches have been wanting to say for
years.
Finally, you can think about what suspending or fining Barnes will actually
accompish. The bottom line is that it will
not accompish anything. You can fine
and suspend coaches all you want, but
they will still take action against officials. It's just their will to win.
The best example of this has to be the
University of Indiana's Bobby Knight.
This notorious coach has been t trading
around college basketball for years. I
mean, if you want to see yelling, cussing, chair throwing action, you don't
have to watch the Jerry Springer showjust turn on an Indiana basketball game.
In his career, Knight has probably
payed more to the NCAA than to the Internal Revenue Service. Yet, Knight is
still considered to be one of the most
succesf ul coaches In college basketball
history. So, it's proven that fines and
suspensions will not slow down coaches.
If anything, it strengthens their will to
win.
The bottom line is that coaches want
to win just as bad as the players do. The
only thing that coaches can do from the
sideline is watch. When officials Interfere with that will to win, the coach is
naturally going to be upset.
I'm not saying that what Barnes did
was proper, but you have to give a coach
the time he needs to compete as well. If
Barnes is suspended or fined by the
MAC, unfortunatly Barnes will be right
- the MAC will never get the respect It
deserves from the rest of the country.

Greg Fioterek
BGNews
Sports Writer

G. Michael Gratum
BG News Sports
Writer

Swearing has no place In sports, especially In the game called basketball.
Eastern Michigan coach Milton Barnes should remember that basketball Is
the Italicized word above and only that.
He had absolutely no right to take out
his frustration on the media Saturday by
speaking his mind. If I were in his position, I'd be upset, but I'd keep it to myself. He should have kept his opinions to
himself. Period.
By spouting off to a roomful of reporters, he only made himself look like a
complete fool. To me, that is unnecessary and not very classy. I bet basketball's Inventor, Dr. James Naismith, as
well as many people currently associated with the sport, would say the same
thing.

This week's
question:

"Should
coaches be
disciplined for

Never in my wildest dreams did I ever
expect someone to go off on the officials
the way he did.

>erating
officials?"

He must have forgotten that officials
are human just like anyone else.
What's even worse is that he mentioned the names of the officials on the
record. To me, that deserves a fine or
suspension. In some papers, kids are
probably going to read his quotes. Then
they'll think they can blame officials

Next week's
question:

when their favorite team loses simply
because Barnes did.
Barnes' explosion is not something
kids need to see. They need to be taught
to keep their composure and cool in
tough situations; not just in basketball,
but also in life.
If a newspaper published a story In
which an official's name was mentioned,
the paper would probably be sued for
slander. Sometimes, although It may be
unfortunate, officials do have total control over games.
In most circumstances, the coach of a
losing team should admit that the team
shouldn't have put Itself in that situation
whereas the offlcals could decide the
result.
With Eastern Michigan, this is the
case.
After all, they were up 75-72 with just
over a minute and a half to go, so they
were in position to win the ballgame.
But unfortunately for Barnes' Eagles,
the Falcons rallied to take a 76-75 lead,
which ultimately paved the way for the
bad calls at the end.
In reality, Barnes should be mad at
the team for not putting the game away
when it had the chance, instead of being
a sore loser and blaming the officials —
controversial calls or not.

UPDATE: Eastern Michigan basketball coach Milton Barnes has yet to be disciplined by the Mid-American Conference following a four-minute, profanity-laced
tirade about officiating after his team's loss to Bowling Green Saturday. "(MidAmerican Conference commissioner) Jerry (Ippolib) is doing a thorough investigation into the matter and a resolution should be coming shortly," said spokesman
Tom Bonerbo.

"Who's going to
win the Super
Bowl?"

We want your feedback! Call us at (419) 372-2602 or e-mail at jmcmaho@bgnet with your thoughts on next week's question.

PIZZA • 3 GREAT CRUSTS • SUPER SUBS • BUFFALO WINGS • BREAOSTIX

BGSU ICE ARENA

104 S Mom

Public Skating Schedule

Tomlght:

Wed., Fri. & Sat. 8-10 PM
Sunday 3:30-5:30 & 7-9 PM

Down River Boys
Willie Morrison
Get out of the cold I!

public skating will not be available
when the varsity hockey team is at
home.

BEST OF LUCK FALCONS
k
ONE ITEM PIZZAS N
Small - $4.50
Medium - $5.50
Large - $6.50

k

6nexLarge
2 Item Pizza

$6

with coupon
(Enm CHMM tm maaooral Mm
MMaBM M ma adOUkxW cfu>o»jlmi
iranttn tw «KM trtwn oramrig)
EqWM 2-2S-96

2 Liters or Breadsticks

s
s
s
s
s

$1ea^h
Odsr ol 6 with tauco or add
chMMkx|utt SOt more!
(PIMM manwn »*• KMoal ***n OTMftofO
Eip«M 2-2«-M

V

(Fun cheess and addi Donai Hems
avaiuvMe at and addiBonal charge .please
menson the •pedal whan ordering)

Expires 2-26-96

N

X

X

X

X

M 6ND AY &T UESDAY
2 Medium 1 Item Pizzas

$900
(Extra chaste and eddiftoneJ nsms
evedeots ai and sddfftoneJ charge .please
mendon the specks! when ordering)

Expires 2-26-86

FREE DELIVERY
Limited delivery area.
Minimum order required.

'OKT Of

'CHIOIGO
PlZZd COMP/WV

352-3080
1068 N. Main
(Next to Kroger's)

- ORDER DY NUMBER Large Cheese Pizza
Medium 1 -Topping Pizza & 1 Coke
Small 2-Topping Pizza & 1 Coke
10 Wings. Breadstix & 1 Coke
1 Footiong Sub & 1 Coke
Cheesybread. 5-Piece Wings & 1 Coke
Small Cheese Pizza & 5-Piece Wings
Small Cheese Pizza & 1 order of Cheesybread
ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS 994
• CHOOSE FROM 3 GREAT CRUSTS •
Handtossed. Thincrust, or Deep Dish<OMpD»nEmra)

CALL 372-2264 for more information and
confirmation of these times.

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Hours:
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. -5 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m.-1 p.m.

N

O
©
•
O
•
•
S
O

BGSU Ice Arena is also available for private
rentals.

Features
• 3 Bedrooms
• 2 Full Baths
• Air Conditioning
• Fireplaces

\
\
\

050-MEGA

FAST FRIENDLY FREE DELIVERY . NOBODY HAS OUR PREMIUM QUALITY & VARIETY

$5.55 STUDENT VALUE MENU

Mercer Manor Apartments
One of BG's Newest Complexes

s
s
s
s
s
s
ss

mm m

$1.00 rental skates of all sizes

FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE

352-0717
224 E. Woosler
Bowling Green, OH
43402

•LUNCH- DINNER ■ LATE NIGHT-

BGSU Students (w/I.D.
$2.00 admission

19 and Over Every Night

• Microwaves

DOMINO'S
DELIVERS
$5.55 MENU

ADD TO ANY SPECIAL
A) 4 Dreodsrlx 0 Sauce 994
0) New Cheoiybread H.99

II

1 61 6 E. Woosfer

L *™n*?^ ftjj*

C) 2 Cons of Coke 994
D) 5 Piece Wlogj SI.99

-.-*-«■—-»...- .. .

.9.?. FALCONS #1

Printing Services
Your Campus Printer

Attention
Faculty and Students
Let Printing Services help you prepare for the spring! We offer
a wide variety of services to fulfill your printing needs:

"Bill Vour Bursar Account!"
I 40 Self Serve Copies
| Binding Services
| Transparencies (regular & color)
| Custom Publishing w/ copyright clearance
| High speed & multi-color copying
| Come visit Copy Center in Union

Park Ave. Warehouse • 372-2216
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MAC LOSS

BLAZING

Continued from page six.

Continued from page six.

Kent's much-ballyhooed presattempts before Sherry Kahle sure defense only forced BG into a 3-4 conference record. Thei
put In a rebound under the basket 20 turnovers, well below the Fla- young team is 6-1 at home and a
with 3.4 seconds left.
shes' average of 32.6.
miserable 0-8 on the road.
After Zerman nailed two more
Early in the first half, it was
"We can beat anybody In our
free throws, BG guard Sara Kent who had problems taking own place, we Just cant beat
Puthoff launched a leaning care of the ball. BG capitalized anybody on the road," Waters
3-polnter at the buzzer that was on every Kent turnover to build a said. "You play well on the road
on line but fell short.
seven-point lead, its biggest of with seniors and juniors. When
Puthoff finished with 13 points, the game.
you've got all freshmen and
but only shot S-of-15 from the
But the Flashes caught up with sophomores you don't have the
field. Charlotte Jones scored 16 the tempo of the game and raced pride and the experience."
to pace the Falcons, who had six to a 49-46 halftime lead.
Two freshmen - forwards
players in double figures.
While the Falcons reached at Mike Perry and Kyrem Massey Falcon center Jack! Raterman, least 85 points for the fifth accounted for nearly half of the
coming off a 31-point perform- straight game, the defense was Golden Flashes' points. Perry
ance at Eastern Michigan, fin- again suspect. BG's opponents scored 16, while Massey fell
ished with 14 points, but did not have averaged 83.75 points over short of his 14.1 average with 13
score at all in the second half.
the last four games.
points.
"We were trying to Jam PuthBG evens out its season record
off as much as we could and trap
"Our defense was not nearly at 7-7 and holds on to Its top slot
the post as much as possible," what it needs to be," Clark said. in the MAC East at 4-2. The win
Lindsay said. "I think we were "We're giving up way too many rounds out a stretch during
able to bottle up Raterman in points and that's very obvious, I which BG played 6of-8 games at
there a few times and sometimes think, to everyone but my team." home. The Falcons face Akron at
we were able to get Charlotta.
Jar Arena on Saturday.
"Overall, I thought we did a ■Kent's Dawn Zerman led Kent
"There's not going to be any
halfway decent job defending the past BG with 22 points. See story wiffle ball game or pizza party
post. Those kids didn't go off on on page seven.
here tomorrow because we've
got to go play Akron on Saturday," Dakich said.

Woodson honored
by Ohio Congress
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS, Ohio - Helsman
Trophy winner Charles Woodson
looked warily at the balconies of
the ornate House chambers.
"I have to look around for a
minute to make sure there are no
snipers up there," Woodson
joked Wednesday as lawmakers
cheered before presenting the
Fremont native with a resolution

honoring his achievement.
Forgive Woodson for being a
little worried. He was a key component of the University of Michigan football team that dashed
Ohio State's Rose Bowl hopes on
the way to a share of the national
championship last season.
"I didn't think I'd get any more
awards from Ohio," added Woodson, the former Mr. Footbal'
from Fremont Ross High
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372-6977
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CAMPUS EVENTS
ITS NOT TOO LATE I
Join tm staff ol WFAL aa ■ 0.1 or *
production, metal or traffic for spring
INFO NIGHT
Tua. Jan. 20 at 0pm
In 121 Waal Hall

JOHNAKERS
Original & Alternative acoustic music.
Has showcased al major entertainment regions such as lha East Coast Coffeehouse
Conference, the Great Lakes Coffeehouse
Festival and the New England Fall Regional
Thursday. Jan 15, 1997
7:30pm • MarOnnetd Countryside
FreeAdmiaaionl!
sponsored by UAO
Questions? Call 372-7104

3-POINTERS-

NOW OPEN
Hockey Equipment
January Clears nee
90 cent skate sharpening w/ad
Falcon Houee Sporting Goods
900 E Wooster S S Collage
Phone: 352-3365
123 S Main Downtown 352 3610

Continued from page six.
cons open on the outside.
"When we got going with the
man-to-man, that got us going
with the zone," said Moore. "We
worked hard to get open. That
carried over toward the end of
the first half. We were cutting
hard off the triangle against the
man-to-man. With the zone, we
kept doing the same thing."

PREMIERING JANUARY 20
530 PM
THE NEW
BG 24 NEWS
Cable Channel 24
YOUR HOME TEAMII

Bojangles

10% discount to all students &
faculty with a college ID.

Under New Managernenf

(Good through the whole year.)

25<t Draffs
504 Well Drinks

Gjfcknd£y's

6-9p.m. Every day
Thursday Night
Dimers 6-9p.m.

1027 N. Main
Sun. • Thurs. 7am until 11pm.
Fri. - Sat. 7am until 12am.

352-9780

893 S. Main

Alv-

COLONIAL LANES

NT SPECIAE
on can bowl

Mondays
$1.00 Off
S

1 Footlong Sub
With College ID

V

\
\

Limit I • Expires 1/31/9"

^

V

Limit I • Expires. 1/31/98

Volunteers-VMuntaars Volunteers
The Kay yearbook is having a general meeting
Jan. 28 O 9 00pm in 28 Waal Hal. Wa need
people ID write alohas. taXa photographs and
layout pages using pagemaker. ft you have any
QUOSlOns call Cindy or Vicky at 3S4 «324

•THE BIG PLAYGHOUNO IS COMING FORGET ABOUT THE COLD WEATHER ANO
GET READY TO PLAV...-

PERSONALS

883S Main
352-97(0
CAMPUS POLLYEYES PIZZA
440 E. Court Sl.-non to smokestack
FEATURING
Stuffed braadsacks-pina-pasta-SOUP
Salad subs-cro»sar«s-desserts-oumnes
nachoe A morel)
Qraat dine In speckle every day of the
week. A> U CAN EAT p«za, eoup and salad
outlet. A great selection of Import and domeet Ic beer and wine
Beet Happy Hour In town «-• delry

HaudreeeerrNail Tech
Desperately seeking new chants
For 4 hair raising aipenenoa oal Robert al
3S4-2016
Hay, GROW UP this Summer!
Fine-tune your Career Goals
A get paid m the process
CO-OP KCK OFF
Friday. Jan. 23rd. 330 PM
1170acamp
(Not tor May to orads)
Ouasaona? 372-2451

Intramural offioala needed tor baskeffiail and
teem handball Apply the Brat week of Spring
Semester in 130 Parry Field House. MiSl attend mandatory training curves and pick up tie
take home test after Jan. 11 and return by
Monday. Jan. 18 tor oesketbaa. and last must
bars4umavJbyJan.27foriaanihandba«

ROWING CLUi
COACH NEEDED
E ■parlance Needed
Contact:
Rob Emmet: 3S2-048S

Intramural entries due: Women's t Co-Bee
basketball-Jan 20: Man's basketball Jan 21.
Woman's bowling Jan 27: men's t woman's
teamhandbail-Jan 26 (Coma and learn B play.
Jan. 22. 9-i0pm in lha Turf Room. Parry
FraldHousel Al entries due by 4 00pm on due
dais n 130 Perry Field House

BGSU Women's
Basketball
VS
Akron
Saturday
7:00
Anderson Arena
Students admitted Free with valid BGSU ID

FALL 1 998 Leasing
UNITS GOING FAST!
Fall 1998 Lists Now Available

GREENDMAR, INC.
052-0717

990

S
N

m

«>::«) II :30pill

Buy 1 Single
Scoop Ice Cream
Cone for

N
S
N

UAO Spring Break '98
Dayicna Beach
March 8-14. 1800
CoalS2M»vtrana
$159 HoW only
(pnea incraasas aftar Jan. 15)
Stgn-up now in lha UAO offica
310 Union
Any questions cat lha UAO Offica 22343

Banander. 4 Floor Staff Headed

New Frazee (451 & 424) Ave. Apartments (Full)
• Frazee Ave. Apartments
• East Merry Ave. Apartments (522 Full)
• Field Manor Apartments
• Mercer Manor Apartments
• Ridge Manor Apartments
• Campbell Hill Apartments (95% Full)

CONVENIENCE MART
Voted
#1
In
Wood
'County!

Study Abroad Raiumaa Baaalona
Coma share your fall aamaatar study abroad
eipanancat at ona of ihesa Msioni
Wadnatday. January 21 (7 00-9 00 p.m.) or
Saturday. January 24 (1000am -I2 00noon|
Both Masons ara in 1104 Offenhauar Waal.
Ca>l37?-O308wHtiquaaiOns

^

Greenwood Centre • 1602 E. Wooster • 352-3443

North • 1001 N. Main • 352-2430

DRINK SPECIALS • KOSMIC BOWLING
OPEN LANES Mon-Wed After 9pm
KOSMIC BOWLING (with college ID)
Friday 4-6pm
Monday 9:30-llpm
(after Labor Day)

South • 996 S. Main • 352-0534

(BARNEYS FEATURES*^
'

■

.-..-.■

■

■

.

....

• Super Lotto • The Number • Instant Lottery
• Charge All Purchases 'including Gas Money Orders

1010 North Main • 352-4637

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Hours:
224 E. Wooster
Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Sarurday 9 a.m. -1 p.m.

Come in today before
it is TOO

COLLEGIATE CONNECTION

THE

BGSU Wear
•Sweatshirts* Hats «T- Shirts*
Sports»Unprinted»Many Misc. Items

TUXEDO
RENTAL

TOTALLY TROPICAL

352-6459

16% off any one BGSU
or Greek item

WELCOME BACK!

Sorority A Fraternity Merchandise

TOTALLY TROPICAL TANNING

•Sweahhirts»Hars»T-Shirts»Pullover Jackets
Come In And Check Out All The New Merchandise

531 Ridge, BG 352-8333
Mon.-Thurs. 10-8, Fri. 10-6, Sun. 12-5

5 Beds 2 Booths
Always new bulbs - Always sanitized
-Watch for extended hours

The BG News

page 10
LAST CHANCE
SENIOR PORTRAITS
LAST CHANCE
Sailing Monday Jan 26 Can Wolf Studoi will
b. on campus taking senior portraits for the
final erne this yaar You must anand this session to be included in rhe 1996 yearbook. Portraits win be taken daily from 10am-6pm in 28
West Hail (yearbook office)
Please cat
372-0634 to schedule a sitting The $6 sitting
lee can be charged IhrouQh the bursar

lOOKtNG

YEAR-ROUND EMPLOY
MENT?
TIREOOF WORKING WEEKENDS?
Earn $8 50 an hour a greet Dene fits
■ UPS
Go to RM 360 Student Services
to schedule an appointment to meet
with a representative on Wed. Jan. 14 or
Tnur.Jem.1S.iS8o
UPS IS AN E3UAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Travel Grant Money to Study Abroad
Proposals for the International Travel Grants
are available m the Center for siternanoneJ
Programs (1106) Offenhauer West). The dead
line ts January 30 CaH 2-0309withquestions

WE HAVE MOVE01
The Center for Wellness and Prsve«ion,s
now located at 19College Park (arjjaoent to the
Tech building, behind tie tennis courts). Our
ph. number is SIN 372-WELL (93SS)

UAO Spring Break

"Your Resource Center tor Health and Well
nessl-

Daytona Beach
March 6-14.1906
Cost $260 w/ tram.
tISS Hotel only
(price increases after Jan 15)
Sign-up now m the UAO Office
330Unon
Any questions cat the UAO Office 22343

We want k> adopt a baby.
Four years ago we were blessed with the adoption of a beaurjtui boy. Today we hope to be
Just as fortunate by locating a birth mother who
finda us to be the right family for her baby. My
husband and I are both artists and own our
own design business. We work at home which
allows us tons of time to be together Our son
Tucker very much wants to be a big brother
and asked if he could adopt the baby too. To
speak to Tom or Deborah call:
1-M*-«10-2U5

FOR

Volunteers. Volunteers- Volunteers
The Key yearbook is having a general meeting
Jan. 26 0 9:00pm m 26 West Hal. We need
people to write stories, take photographs and
layout pages using Pagemaker If you have
any Questions, can Cindy or Vicky at 354-6324.

COME JOIN OUR TEAM
Supporting Living Aaa't 7 36.hr
Home Can Workers $7 0647 36 hr
Habitation Aaat. $6.6Mu
The Anne Grady Corporation is seeking quali
fied applicants with a strong work eth-c who
take pride in their work Employment opportuni
bes include Supported Living Ass't. fuB-nme.
part-time, and substitute. Home Care Workers
include: full-time. Part tme. and substitute
Support Irving Assl provide assistance 10
conaumers with mental disabilities who kve independent* m the Toledo area Habihtabon
Assl work directly with individuals who live mi
the Anne Grady Center. Home Care Workers
provide assl. to individuals Irving m a Group
Home setting. Experience working with tie disabled; nursing home/home health experience
is a plus Supported Living Ass't. and Home
Care Worker, applicants must be able to work
independently; Must have a good driving record and proof of auto insurance, ability to successfully complete CPR/fVst Aid ceroftcaoon.
The Anne Grady Corporation offers a pleasant
work environment and excellent benefits for
full-time and part-time en pioyees. including insurance benefits, paid vacation ax) sick time.
hkoliday time, milege reimbursement. If interested, please come to the Anne Grady Center
to complete an application.
ANNE ORAOY CENTER
152SEBERROAD
HOLLAND. OHIO 43528
EOE

THE BIG PLAYGROUND IS COMING. FORGET ABOUT THE COLD WEATHER AND
GET READYTO PLAY..''

WANTED

JOHNAKERS
Original and Alternative Acoustic Music

a»_ I Showcased:
' East Coast Coffeehouse Conference
Great Lakes Coffeehouse Festival
New England Fall Regional

Female sublessor
353-2145.

needed

ASAPiCaii

Room and Board/Roomaies Warned
Contemporary 4 Bedroom home, 2.5 baths
Washer/Dryer. heated butt-in swimming pool
storage, full access JUSI 9 miles from campus.
41fr<7a-3777.

Cook needed for 50 men experience necessary. If interested please contact Chad at
372-1195
EARN
1750-H 500 WEEK
Raise al the money your student
group needs by sponsoring a
VISA Fundralaer on your campus
No investment ft very MM time
needed. There's no obligation, so
why not call for information today.
Call 1 -800-323-8454 * 95

Subteaser Needed lor 1 bedrm Apt Close 10
campus & Downtown $360 mm utii included
353-1026

HELP WANTED
100 Iratruciors/Counseiors needed
Coed sleepaway camp PoconoMts PA
Good salary/iipsi (906) 669-3339

Thursday, January 15, 1998
7:30 PM

Question..? Call 378-7164

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Now hiring (or Spring Semester
Pan Time
Lets than one block from campus
eV5.HR STARTING PAY
3 shifts available
AShift:7QOem-l0:0Oam
B Shift. 10 iSam-l 15pm
C Srvtt: 1 30pm 4 30pm
New Flexible Hours Avallabtel
Possibility of working 2 11 hours
and getting paid for 3 >

am
•-«University Dining Services
j^r Martin Luther King Jr. Weekend Hours 'j~?

Si

Sal Jan 17. I0:00am-6.00pm
Sun Jan 18. 10 00am-600pm
MOIL. Jan. 19. 10 OOam-1100pm

Pan time dishwashers needed immediately.
Also needed: Part time wait staff. Call BG
Country Club. 352-3100.

Babysitter required in my home For mtanl, hrs.
flexible. Suit cMd development mafor call
354-1324.

Part-bme positions available for Lifeguards a'
Ihe Nichols Therapy Pool Vaned work shifts
Must have diploma or GED and current Red
Cross Lifeguard training and CPR. Salary
$6.00 hr Application packets may be obtained
from the Wood County Board of MR/O0. Ent.
B, 11160E Gypsy Lane Rd.BG 8 OOam-430
EOE

Babysioera for Tues ft Thurs. morn, ft midday. 2-3 slots available Rel req. Call Nancy
Houston 354-0422.

Sat. Jan 17. 4 00pm-1:00am
Sun Jan 18. 4 00pm-1:00am
Moo . Jan 19. 4:0Opm-3:O0erri,

Martin
Luther
KING. JR.
DAY
DINING
SERVICES

■■ University ■

LJE ^
j

==B

G

S

Dining

HOME CHILD CARE
Family looking for daytime chiidcare-2 wkdays
(10-15 hnvwk) m their Maurnee home. Some
flexibility on which days of the week. Children
ages 22 months (girt) ft 6 months (boy). Looking for experienced candidate with at least two
references Starting salary at (6 an hour Call
Susan Booth at 891-9202

354-6602
354-8703

Student Union Operating Honr«

DINING
SERVICES

L

Babysitter needed in our home. Tues.. Weds
ft Thurs 9ertvl230pmCal 352-5724

8:30pm, Thurs., 1/15

-Snack Bar
Commons

Ossa
Fri., 1/16, 7:30am-7:00pm
Sat, 1/17, 10:00am-7:00pm
Sun., 1/18, 10:00am-7:00pm
Mon., 1/19, 7:30am-7:00pm
Closes
Midnight, Thurs., 1/15

Camp Wayne (sister half of brother/sister
camp. Northeastern Pennsylvania.
6/20-6/18/96). Have the most memorable
summer of your kfe> Directors needed for
Drama, Campmg/Nature Cheerleading and
Golf Counselors for. Tennis. Golf, Gymnastics. Team Sports, Low Ropes. Bank. Calligraphy. Sculpture. Drawing/Painting. Photography, Ceramics, Guitar, Si Ik-Screening, Swimming (WSl Preferred), Saikng, Watersknng.
Dance, Aerob-ca and Piano. Other staff:
Driver/Video. Head Chef and Assistant
Housekeeping. Night Wetchperson. On Cam
pua Interviews February 10th. Call
1 -600-270-3019 for siformapon

SPRING BREAK '981

Chiiocare needed for kindergardener A 18 mo
old girts in our Roeaford home. 2-4 days per
week. Mutt hmf references. norvsmok>ng environment. Please can 419-666-2149

rvwvv siudeulunress com

Cloaca
Main Dining 2:00pm, Fri., 1/16
Towers West 6:30pm, Thurs., 1/15
-GT Express
Qoeji
Fri., 1/16, 8:00am-Midnight
Sat, 1/17, 12:00pm-Midnighl
Sun.,1/18, 12:00pm-Midnight
Mon., 1/19, 8:00am-Midnight
^JTDell
Cloaca
11:00pm, Thurs, 1/15
The Galley Snack Bar Closes
Midnight, Thurs., 1/15

FOR SALE
11111 Florida's New Hotspot South Beach
Si 291 Bars Open Until Sami Greal Beaches.
Activities. Warmer Weather* Try Cocoa BeachHrlton $1791 Daytona S149I springbreasnavel com 1 800 679 6386
11111 Spring Break Panama City1 Slay On The
Beach Near The Besl Bars Sisgi 6 Free Par
Des & Free Cover Charges included! Hurry!
spnngbreaktravef.com 1 800 678 6386

11111 Spring Break Bahamas Party Crursei 6
Days S279I Includes Meals. Parties a Taxes'
Great Beaches a NighHif.l Leaves From South
Florida! spnngbreakiravel.com
1.800-678 6386.
1990 Subaru Legacy. 4 or HB wagon Automatic. A/C. all power. Dies yr. old. no rust $3200
neg Call 35? 9644.
For Sale
Women's Chorus Black Dress & Jewelery
3532097

EH.l A 2 bdrm -1 to3tenants
12 month leases only
Steve Smith 352-8917 (no calls after 8pm)
F lo share new 3 bdrm. turn condo $350/mo
»u0l 2mi.lfom campus 352-0075

Female roommate needed own room
1996-99 school year
353-0325
Houses, 1 ft 2 bdrm. (urn
Khoolyear Call352-7454

G

S

New 2 bdrm house. Semi-rum 2 car oarage,
low utii 10 mm. from BG No pets. S550 mo
plus uDl. CaH 669-4094.

Off white sleeper sola $125.
353 1135

Now Leasing for 96-99
i BR.2BR. Duplex apts i2mo.
Call 419 354-6036 (10-4)
Highland Management

Smith Corona 5000 plus personal word pro
cessor. Like new-used by grad student. Complete with monitor, reference manuals & 14 ribbon cartridges Asking $250 OBO 352-7650.
brwn6 9pm
Table plus 4 chairs-30in x 46tn wood
w'medrum brown laminate lop. matching
chairs Great sire for apt $50 352-2272
THE BIG PLAYGROUND IS COMING FOR
GET ABOUT THE COLD WEATHER AND
GET READY TO PLAY..."

FOR RENT

Responsible, non-smoking female, wanted to
share 2 bdrm. apt. for summer, possibly following school yr. $235/mo.. close to campus. Call
373-6000. leave message
._,__—

Roommate Needed: Own bedroom, turn, or
not. $275/mth mdud uDls close to everything Call Tim 353-5160
Very small 2 bdrm. house. Pets OK iSOO/mo
ft uM Available now Call 354-2265.

'Ranting Apts. & Houses
211 E Heed
321 E Merry B - 6 bdrms
315 E. Merry • Downstairs
Also, 2 bedroom apartments
School yr. leases, all dose to campus
353-0324

t^^^[P^$^^^gr^^^rt^Q

PURE
AND

CANCUN
MAZATLAN
Still I'll F/UIKE JAMAICA
LOWEST fftlC:5 ftMBAKITEEOI

• Sodium Fre. • Chemical Free
• Natural Hydrallon
• Serviced and SanHliad Dally
• NAM A Approved
• Open 24 Hour.
• Sell Serve B.Y.O.i.
• Ovar 300 Location.

"ALL INCLUSIVE"

FREE PARTY PAK

ORGANIZE A SMAI.I. GROUP
A

FAKN t*r.H A Oil Full FKEE'

• 1-800-5URPS-UP

U

FAST
FREE
DELIVERY

354-4444

Wdiermill
Express

1502 E. Wooster

Look lor Ihe little WatenriHt all over lown.
CAU 1 W0 II' Ml) FOR IHf lOCAHON NtARf ST YOU

Tonight at Bojangles
Wet T-Shirt Contest

893 S. Main

Dlmers6-9

352-9780

One Large Pizza
up to 5 toppings

7:00pm, Mon., 1/19
5:00pm, Tues., 1/20

7:30am, Tues., 1/20

4iut

7:00pm, Mon., 1/19

**

MCAT

One Medium Pizza
2 toppings

7:30am-Tues., 1/20

6"

4:30pm, Mon., 1/19

7:30am, Tues, 1/20
4:30pm, Tues.. 1/20

111

2 Medium - Two
topping pizzas

8:00am, Tues., 1/20

-Hut

430pm, Mon., 1/19

Martin
Luther
KING, JR
DAY

4

$100.00 First Prize
$ 50.00 Second prize

7:30am, Tues., 1/20

6:00pm, Mon., 1/19

apts (or 98 S

MARTEN APTS " 704 FIFTH ST
2 Bdrm. turn. rentmQ lor fall 98
and summer leases 352-3445

I* '^-^tAWn^as^KvniTMTVBilHMaslll'

Reopens

(

Dupleiesmouses for '96 '99 school year

►1-800-SUNCHASE3

Cloaca

-Main Dining 2 00pm, Fri., 1/16
-Chlly's Express
Closes
Midnight, Fri., 1/16

2 BOOM apt 712-722 4th St
Fad Lease $400/mo , w/d hook-up.
353 7547 days
Apartment tor rent
One bedroom s? Umv Courts
new bath, carpet, fndge
Avail Immediately
call Scon @ 872-1806

■• TOLL TIB INTOKMATtOM S IXSKtVATIOtU

B

Krclscher
-Sundial Food Court Open
Fit, 1/16, 7:30am-7:00pm
Sal, 1/17, 10:00am-7:00pm
Sun., 1/18, 10:00am-7:00pm
Mon., 1/19, 7:30am-7:00pm
-Shadows Snack Bar Closes
Midnight, Thurs., 1/15
Silver River Cafe
Closes

Waitstaff positions available. Must be able to
work days and/or nights Apply in person at
Brangywine Country Club

2 BDfiM Apt 426 1 /2 E Wooster
Fall Lease $425/mo utn included
353-7547 days

Bouncers needed at Uptown
See Manager after 9pm.

Services

U

This position serves as Recepoonisi/Generai
Office Worker for the Registration area in Con
unumg Education Previous office experience
preferred i012 hours per week Mon-Fn. Salary 15 15 per hour. For additional information
can, Mary Henmngs. 372 8181.

The KEY Yearbook has immediate openings
for story wnters and secion editors Some positions paid and some are volunteer. Start
building your resume. Flexible hours. Cal
Cindy or Vicky for more info 372-8635

Babysitter wanted. Afternoons. 4 yr. old girl. 7
yr. old boy. Exp. ft transp necessary Call
352-0960 or 3526978.

Martin Luther King Jr.
Weekend Hours

Founder*
-Food Court

FREET-SHRIT
.$1000
Credit Card fundraisers for
fraternities, sororities ft groups
Any campus organization can
raise up up $1000 by earning a
whopping 16.00/VISA application.
Cal 1-800-932-0528 exT. 65.
Ouak fied callers recerve
FREE T-SHIRT.

Alter school care needed 3:15-5:15, Mon.
through Fn. Must have own car. $3 50/hr. Cal
353-3141.

MacDonald Countryside
Free Admission!

Thursday, January 15, 1998

10 99

-Hut

, "Large for Medium Charge ■I
I

Get any Large Pizza
-*!«ateu,
far the price
Of O Medium

■ -Hut

-Hut

Last Chance
to Prepare for the

April MCAT!
Last class starts January 24!
Enroll and start studying now!
Call today to enroll in the »1 MCAT prep course,

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
Mrww.kaplan.com

i
j
j

13th ANNUAL

OFF CAMPUS
HOUSING FAIR
Thursday, January 15,1998
3:00 - 5:30 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Bishop Properties
Bowling Green Village Apartments
Carty Apartments
Charleston/Mid Am Manor Apartments
Fite Rental Management
Greenbriar, Inc.
Highland Industries, Inc.
John Newlove Real Estate
K & K Properties
Mecca Apartments, Inc.
Mount Vernon Apartments
Newlove Management Services, Inc.
Preferred Properties
R. E. Management
S & V Rentals
(St. Thomas Moore) Newman Housing
University Courts
University Village
Village Green Apartments

Varsity Square Apartments
Winthrop Terrace Apartments
Student Legal Services
Bowling Green Fire Department
Bowling Green Police Department
Wood County Solid Waste Department
Bowling Green Recycling Center
Bowling Green Planning Department
Globe Furniture Rental
Wood County Health
Columbia Gas Co.

The Off Campus Housing
CARTY RENTALS
located at 316 E. Merry St.,
#3 has been in business for
32 years. John and Madonna
Carty feature furnished
houses, apartments, efficiencies and rooming houses.
Prices are affordable, ranging
from $140 to $310 per person
per month. Whether students
are looking for 9, 10 or 12
month leases, Carty Rentals
can accommodate them. All
their properties are located
close to campus in relatively

quiet neighborhoods. Carty
Rentals Suggests that students look at the market for
rentals and begin their search
early. Give Carty Rentals a
call at 353-0325

CHARLESTOWN/
MID AM MANOR
located at 641 Third Street.,
#3 has been operating for 18
years. They feature bot
furnished and unfurnished
apartments and duplexes at
reasonable prices ranging

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Announces
Apartments for Fall'98
• Columbia Court-22 left
• Mercer Manor-6 left
• Field ManoMOIeft
• Frazee Avenue-3 left
• Ridge Manor-FULL

BEAT THE SPRING RUSH!
224 E. Wooster

352-0717

VIIXACiE 6R EFvIV
APARTMENTS

from $425 to $700 per month.
Charlestown/ Mid Am Manor
offers both 9 and 12 month
leases. They keep their
properties well serviced, and
treat students with respect.
Give Charlestown/ Mid Am
Manor a call at 352-4380.

D&G RENTALS
is located at 427 W. College
Ave. in Pemberville. Nigel
Davis started this successful
business 14 years ago. D&G
offers partially furnished or
unfurnished apartments and
duplexes at prices ranging
from $400 to $850 per month.
They also offer 10 or 12
month leases. D&G prides
themselves at keeping students informed and taking
care of their problems quickly.
Their properties are located
close to campus and are kept
very clean. D&G Rentals may
be contacted at 287-3233.

GREENBRIAR, INC.
located at 224. E. Wooster
has been in business since
1966. Greenbriar feature both
furnished and unfurnished
houses, apartments, efficiencies and town houses for
student renters. Prices range
from $225 mo. to $900 mo.
Greenbriar offers two types of
leases, semester or academic
year. Many of their units are

located close to campus for
the students' convenience.
Greenbriar suggests that
students take their time when
searching for a place to live
and to make sure that what
they choose is right for them.
Give Greenbriar, Inc. a call at
352-0717.

HIGHLAND
MANAGEMENT
is located at 130 E. Washington and has been in business
for 10-12 years. Highland
offers both furnished and
unfurnished houses and
apartments. Their properties
are competitively priced from
$410 a month, and they offer
a standard 12 month lease.
They keep their properties
well maintained and respond
to any problems within 24
hours. Highland specializes
in graduate student housing.
Students looking for a quiet
place with cordial management should give Highland
Management a call at 3546036.

JAMES APARTMENTS
is located at 3069 Sugar
Ridge Road in Pemberville.
They have apartments and
houses available. Prices start
at #335 and continue to $100

mo. Call 287-3896 for more
information.

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
located at 319. E. Wooster
has been in operation for 19
years. They feature over 500
rental units both furnished
and unfurnished at reasonable prices from $245 and up.
John Newlove Real Estate
offers academic year and
summer leases. They pride
themselves on their high level
of maintenance. John
Newlove Real Estate would
like the opportunity to help
students find a suitable place
for the best possible price.
Call John Newlove Real
Estate at 354-2260.

K&K PROPERTIES
is managed by Kathy
Hanneman. K&K offers
houses and duplexes ranging
in price from $395 to $895
mo. No pets are allowed and
some of their establishments
are furnished. If you would
like more information, please
call 352-9371.

MECCA MANAGEMENT
is located a 1045 N. Main St.
and has been in business for
5 years. Mecca features

MID AM MANOR,
CHARLESTOWN APT. &
SCHMELTX PROP
for next year

9^pw Leasing
2 6tdroom furnished and unfurnished
May and August 1998
1 or 2 bedroom summer only
limitedavailable

9 Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533

• Within walking distance of
campus
• Air conditioning
• 2 bdrm, furnished or
unfurnished
• Gas heat, water included with
rent

Call Now!!!
641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG
352-4380

Fair IsToday- Don't Miss It!
furnished and unfurnished
apartments and efficiencies
at prices ranging from $230
mo. to $750 mo. They offer a
variety of leases from one
semester to 12 months.
Mecca wants students to
know that they have the
fairest prices and that they
are more than willing to help
in the search for an apartment. Mecca Management
can be contacted at 3535800.

NEWLOVE REALTY
RENTALS
located at 328 S. Main St.
has been family owned and
operated for 29 years. They
feature both furnished and
unfurnished houses, apartments and duplexes. Prices
are reasonable, ranging from
$360 to $600 mo. They offer
9 1/2 or 12 month leases.
Newlove's properties are
very well maintained and
pets are permitted at certain
locations. They still have
properties available and
would be glad to help students find suitable housing.
Give Newlove Realty Rentals
a call at 352-5620.

PREFERRED
PROPERTIES
located at 530 S. Maple St.,

has been in business for 32
years. Both apartments and
houses are offered ranging in
price from $265-$700 with 9
or 12 month leases and
furnished or unfurnished.
Preferred Properties offers a
wide range of prices to meet
the specific need of each
person. One of the special
features Preferred Properties
has to offer is a membership
to the Cherrywood Health
Spa with an indoor swimming
pool, exercise equipment
and saunas, etc. All the
properties are energy efficient with security lighting,
laundry rooms, secure locks
and ample parking. So, if you
are looking for a quality
living environment call
Preferred Properties at 3529378.

R.E. MANAGEMENT
located at 113 Railroad
Street, offers mostly apartments but also rents houses.
9, 12 with prices ranging
from $280-$740. R.E. Management offers 24 hour
maintenance and will help
students anyway they can.
They do advise for better
living experience that you
know your roommates and
bring your own bed. You can
contact R.E. Management at
352-9302.

ST. THOMAS MORE
NEWMAN HOUSING

MT.VERNON
APARTMENTS

is located at 425 Thurstin
Ave. and has been operating
for 32 years. They feature
furnished suites and rooms
along with a community
kitchen. Prices are reasonable at $850 per semester;
all utilities included. Students have their choice of a
semester or a 9 1/2 month
lease. St.Thomas More's
rooms are geared more
towards students moving offcampus for the first time.
They are located across the
street from campus and yet
they are very quiet. Rooms
are well maintained and
repairs made promptly.
Contact Julie or Scott
Shipley at 354-2191.

is located at 802 6th Street .
They have available apartments varying in price from
$515-$545. They are furnished and don's allow pets.
Please call 352-9909 or
(419)823-6015 for more
information.

SPITLER AND VIOLET RENTALS
500 Lehman Avenue, has
been in business for 32
years. Houses and apartments are both featured with
prices ranging from $310$660 depending on the type
of property. 9 and 12 month
leases are both available so
call Spitler and Violet Rentals at 352-7454.

from $325-$680. They offer 8
1/2 month, summer, and year
leases. Living at this "Home
away from Home" you will
receive the benefits of a pool,
picnic area, club house with
pool tables, and a volleyball
area. You can contact Village
Green at 354-3533.

VILLAGE GREEN
480 Lehman, offers affordable apartments anywhere

PREFERRED PROPERTIES
530 S. MAPLE ST.

352-9378

"See You at the Housing Fair"
Fox Run * Haven House Manor
Piedmont * Birchwood Place
Mini Mall * Small Buildings
Frontier Housing * Houses
(Indoor healed swtmmmg pool, sauna.
HydraSpa
Whirlpool, complete exercise equipment.
complete
locker room and shower laahtos )
^All residnnts receive a membership to' I

rcherrywood Health Spa?

HAVE YOU HEARD?
NOW AVAILABLE
704 Second St. - Newly
constructed. House 3 BR - 2
baths. $775.00 rent $775.00
deposit.
719 Elm St. - Lg. 3 BR house
w/ detached garage Rent
$675.00. Deposit $675.00
Avail. 12-24-97.

NO PETS.
CALL
John Newlove
Real Estate

451 Thurstin Ave. Apt. #305
- turn, effic. $325.00 rent,
$325.00 deposit. Avail. 12-3097 Tenant pays gas & electric

901 Napoleon - 3 BR.
townhouse w/1 car garage
$630.00 rent, $630.00 deposit.
Available 1-7-98

403 N.Main St. Apt. B -1 BR
furn. apt. $320.00 rent, $320.00
deposit. Tenant pays all utilities.
Avail. 1-7-98

211 S. College Apt B - furn.
effic. $370.00 rent, $375.00
deposit, tenant pays all utilities
Avail. 12-30-97

CLOSE TO CAMPUS WITH FREE GAS HEAT

NEWIWE
Rentals

• 222 S. College #1&
#2 - 1 bdrm unfurn
• 222 S. College - Efficiency
• 228 S. College #A - #J
- 1 bdrm unfurn & furn

328 S. Main St.
(our only office)
352-3620

• 228 S. College #K - #0 - 2
bdrm unfurn & furn
"Washer/dryer on premises

JANUARY 15
1998

OFF CAMPUS
HOUSING FAIR

BOWLING GREEN
VILLAGE
300 E. Napoleon Rd., has
been in business since 1985.
THey offer one bedroom
apartments for $324 and two
bedrooms for $407. They are
located 8 blocks from campus
and allow kittnns. Contact
Jennifer Carter at 352-8335
for more information.

Management Inc.
1*2 bdrm Clost lo campus 710
N.Katerpri»c<Heini-Site Apu.)
Rents sun at 375/ mo * uiiIs, 2
bdrm includes washer & dryer.
Call for info 353-5800.

Management Inc.
1*2 bdrm 1082 Fair view
A vtjllilbdak Apis.) unique floor
designs, vaulted ceilings, washer/
dryer hook-up in the 2 bdrm. Rents
start at 350/ mo + utils. For more
info call 353-5800.

Management Inc.
Studio Apis. 215 EL Poe Rd
(Evergreen Apts.) Laundry on
site. One person starts at 230/nio
ulils are included. For more info
call 353-5800.

JtifiMCA

Management Inc.
1 bdrm 215 E. Pot Rd(Evergreen
Aprs.) Very spacious, laundry on
site. Rent starts at 340/ mo ♦ elec.
For more info call 353-5800.

WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS
400 Napoleon, has been in
business for over 25 years.
They offer apartments from
$400-$530 with 3,9, or 12
month leases. Living at
Winthrop Terrace you will be
provided with a shuttle to
campus, a swimming pool,
and excellent maintenance
service. Students are wellliked and cared about at
Winthrop Terrace. They
hope to see you at the
housing fair or you can talk
with them by calling 3529135.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE & COURTS

VARSITY SQUARE
APARTMENTS

located at 1520 Clough St.
has been in business about
27 years. Apartments are
the only properties featured
with 9 and 12 month or
summ er leas es.
The
prices start at $425. University Courts & Village is
conveniently located to
BGSU, restaurants and I-75,
and is a very well known
renter in the area. They
hope you come out and visit
or call at 352-0164.

located at 1097 Varsity East,
has been in business over
25 years. Located 2 1/2
miles from campus they
cater more towards graduate
students. They offer apartments ranging in price from
$415-5665 with 9 and 12
month leases. All apartments are single story and
the appliances have all been
upgraded recently. Varsity
Square Apartments can be
reached at 353-7715.

Highland
Management
Graduate
Rentals
Well take
care of you

Best price, well
maintained,
privacy & deadbolt security,

large
apartments.
Great
Amenities:

A/C
on site laundry facility

ceramic tile
Management Inc.

CAWKimiS

For a complete
1998/99 listing stop
by our office,
1045 N. Main, or call
353-5800

Large & Small Houses
Still Available

211 E Reed St. 3 Bedroom for 5
- 6 students
311/316 E. Merry St. Apts. 9
payment lease, Furn., A/C.

And also several other Apts.
Also Rooms.

-

FOR RENT

Uitlng avail. 24 tin
ONIce 316 E Merry 13
or call 353 -0325

dishwashers
sky lights
vaulted ceilings
24 hr. malnt.

6 sites to
choose
from:

Jay-Mar Apts.
The Highlands

The Homestead
Liberty Street

The Farm
Summit Hill
CaUTodayl
354-6036

130 East Washington St.

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
Is Now Accepting Applications & Deposits

Off Campus
Housing Fair

Today
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

3:00-5:30pm

Fall '98 and Spring *99
Featuring:

The Early Bird Catches the Worm at

Campus Shuttle • 1 & 2 BR. FurnyUnfurn.
1 & 2 Full Baths • 3 Great Locations

OOsQLECOMiVI

352-9135

Be sure to call for Spring & Fall Specials.

Please call for more information

"JUSt LOCAL C

I rvconNiaioH

Wood Cable
118 N. Main St.
352-8424 or 1-800-848-2423

